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AbOuT 
ThE 

TOOLKIT
 
This toolkit has been developed to help the 

legislators organize a renewable energy 
plan in their respective constituencies. The 
toolkit highlights the importance of clean 
and renewable energy technologies at the 
local level, and provides comprehensive 
information and details on implementing 

renewable energy projects.

This toolkit will not only help legislators 
(MPs and MLAs) in developing a local re-
newable energy plan but also implement 

Renewable Energy (RE) and Energy Efficien-
cy (EE) projects through which the following 

multiple development objectives can be 
met:

 ` Electrification and basic energy ser  
        vice improvement

 ` Livelihood improvement

 ` Enterprise development

 ` Employment generation

 ` Energy security

 ` Climate change mitigation

 ` Finance Mobilization

 ` Support government schemes

The Renewable Energy Toolkit has been 
divided into five separate parts, yet linked 
to help build a local area plan for deploying 
renewable energy projects in the respec-
tive constituency.

DISCLAIMER

The RE Toolkit is developed by Climate Parlia-

ment. While going through the Toolkit you will 

come across directories and links to Govern-

ment and Non-Government/Private organisa-

tions. The contents of these sites are not to be 

construed as a responsibility of or endorsement 

by the Climate Parliament and are owned by 

the respective organisations which may be con-

tacted for any further information or suggestion. 

The Toolkit does not endorse any company, 

product and organisation. The Toolkit is not for 

any commercial and business purposes. The 

prices mentioned are indicative, subject to 

changes. Though all efforts have been made 

to ensure the accuracy and currency of the 

content on this Toolkit, the same should not 

be construed as a statement of law or used for 

any legal purposes. In case of any ambiguity or 

doubts, users are advised to verify/check with 

the Department(s) and/or other source(s), and 

to obtain appropriate professional advice.
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FOREWORD

Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy
Minister of State Skill Devel-
opment and Entrepreneurship 
(Independent Charge), Gov-
ernment of India and Chair-
person Climate Parliament 
India.

 
After the ratification of the Paris Climate 
Agreement, we have observed great glob-
al political will and momentum in dealing 
with challenges of climate change. India is 
taking global leadership by working to re-
duce the risk and impact of climate change 
and moving towards a resilient, low-carbon 
future. Recently at the COP22 in Marrakech,  
over 20 countries have become signatories 
to the framework agreement of the interna-
tional Solar Alliance (ISA) -an initiative that 
is the brainchild of the Indian government.

Energy access and energy security are 
two major challenges that our country is 
dealing with, along with climate change. 
The need of the hour is to follow up on our 
commitments, by creating a low carbon 
impetus solution for addressing all these 
issues. Decentralized renewable energy 
systems and solar applications are partic-
ularly relevant in the Indian context. Thus, 
we should make an effort towards scaling 
up renewable energy applications and en-
sure the faster dissemination of other low 
carbon technologies. 

Indian legislations are not only policy 
makers but also representatives of the 
people. They are deeply connected to their 
respective constituencies and understand 

the development need of the local population. 
Climate Parliament India network of legisla-
tors has been striving towards creating an 
enabling policy environment for sustainable 
development. We have been working towards 
taking different initiatives for promoting re-
newable energy and other low carbon tech-
nologies. Most recently, we have taken up 
an innovative approach of encouraging low 
carbon local area development/ This toolkit is 
our step in that direction.

The toolkit consists of detailed information 
and concepts required by legislators for im-
plementing low carbon projects. The different 
sections of the toolkit deal with a range of 
issues spanning from the broad level policy 
framework at national level, so costs and ven-
dors for individual renewable energy applica-
tions and also some exemplary case studies. 
Thus, I firmly believe that it will be a very 
handy reference for legislators or even other 
stakeholders who are planning to undertake 
renewable energy projects at local level.

On behalf of the Climate Parliament India 
network, I would like to acknowledge GSES 
India Pvt Ltd and other contributors, including 
the Climate Parliament secretariat, who have 
worked on developing this toolkit. 
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TOOKIT OVERVIEW
TOOLKIT 1

TECHNOLOGIES

An overview of the Renewable energy sector in India and the 
World. It follows the description of different renewable energy 
technologies applicable and mostly used India.

TOOLKIT 4

prEpkIT

the indicative steps or methodology to prepare a local area 
renewable energy and energy efficiency development plan.

TOOLKIT 

POLICIES
The policies and programmes at the Central and the State level 
for different renewable energy technologies

TOOLKIT 3

CASE STUDIES

10 case studies highlighting the deployment of different re-
newable energy projects in India.

TOOLKIT 5

DEVELOPING ECOSYSTEMS
List of support establishments to help in creating a conducive 
and sustainable environment for deploying renewable energy 
projects.
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RENEWAbLE ENERGY OVERVIEW
The critical nature of climate 
change has brought 196 coun-
tries to form an international 
agreement in Paris in 2015. 
The agreement targets to 
limit the global average tem-
perature rise to 2 °C at least. 
Renewable energy technol-
ogies have been considered 
to be instrumental in this 
pursuit. Renewable energy 
technologies generating en-
ergy from naturally abundant 
sources like solar, wind, hydro 
and biomass, among others 
have the capability to replace 
conventional fossil fuels like 
coal and petroleum and in 
turn stop the growth of CO2 
emissions - one of the main 
causes of climate change. 
India, despite its immediate 
economic development pri-
orities, has decided to take a 
frontrunner’s position in this 
global effort and put forth 
ambitious targets for renew-
able energy in the country. 

This is a strategic move for 
India on two accounts: a) 
India enjoys a high renewable 
energy potential distributed 
in various parts of the coun-
try and it makes economical 
and climatic sense to utilize 
these resources for its energy 
requirements and b) a num-
ber of India’s development 
requirements can be

positively attended through 
a strategic implementation 
of renewable energy tech-
nologies. Renewable energy 
technologies, in both central-
ized and decentralized forms, 
offer multiple opportunities 
for local development. Along 
with reliable energy supply, 
RE projects can address is-
sues like employment, energy 
dependent civic services like 
water supply and purification, 
health services, enterprise 
development and cleaner air 
– what is commonly termed 
as co-benefits. The figure 
below provides an idea of the 

potential co-benefits that are 
attached to renewable energy 
technologies (Fig. 1).

In addition to national level 
efforts to increase India’s 
power capacity, these re-
newable energy technologies 
offer a significant role in local 
area development in sectors 
identified above. This path-
way would be a bottom up 
approach for India’s sustain-
able development trajectory 
while complementing targets 
set at national and interna-
tional levels.

MOBILIZING 
CO-BENEFITS 

OF 
RENEWABLE 

ENERGYAir Quality

Local & Distributed 
Value Creation

Energy Access &
Energy Security

Business 
    Opportunities

Employment & 
Social Stability

Water
Security

Climate Change
Resilience

!

Figure 1 Co-benefits of RE technologies 

Source: Institute of Advanced Sustainability Studies (IASS) 
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Source: Key world energy statistics, IEA 2016

Figure 2: World Primary Energy Consumption by Source in million tonnes oil equivalent

GLObAL rENEwAbLE ENErGy SCENArIO

Oil remains the world’s lead-
ing fuel, accounting for 31.3% 
of global energy consumption 
followed by coal with 28.6% 
and natural gas with 21.2%. 
Biofuel/waste and hydro 
contributes 10.3% and 2.4% 
respectively. Share of other 
renewables like geothermal, 
wind, solar etc. is 1.4% of 
global primary energy con-
sumption. Nuclear output 
accounted for 4.8% of global 
energy consumption

Worldwide, the number of 
countries adopting policies 
and targets to support de-
velopment and deployment 
of renewable energy tech-
nologies has been increas-
ing every year. As per REN21 
Renewable Energy Global 
Status Report 2016, at least 
173 countries have national 

policy and target to increase 
the deployment of renewable 
energy technologies at the 
end of 2015.  Apart from re-
ducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions from the energy sector, 
renewables are considered 
to be an important driver of 
social, political, and econom-
ic development, livelihood 
improvement by expanding 
energy access; enhancing 
energy security; promoting 
improvements in health, ed-
ucation, and gender equality; 
supporting job creation and 
reduce dependency on expen-
sive fuel imports and fossil 
fuel subsidies. 

World primary energy con-
sumption grew up to 13,699 
Mtoe (million tonnes of oil 
equivalent) in 2014 from 6101 
Mtoe in 1973. The Asia Pa-
cific region accounted for a 
record 40% of global energy 
consumption and 69.9% of 
global coal consumption; the 
region also leads in oil and 
hydroelectric generation. Eu-
rope & Eurasia is the leading 
region for consumption of 
natural gas, nuclear power, 
and renewables. Coal is the 
dominant fuel in the Asia Pa-
cific region - the only region 
dependent on a single fuel 
for more than 50% of its total 
primary energy consumption. 
Natural gas is dominant in 
Europe & Eurasia, and oil is 
dominant in other regions.
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rENEwAbLE ENErGy SCENArIO IN INDIA

Coal  60.99% 

Total CoNvENTIoNAL 
2,64,624 MW

1,88,487.88 MW

837.63 MW

5,780 MW

Large 
Hydro  14% 

Gas  8% 

Nuclear 2% 

renewables 16% 

Coal  60.% 

44,189 MW

25,329.38 MW

Waste to Energy 
 114.08 MW

ToTAL rENEWABLES
 50,018 MW

Solar
 9,012.69 MW

Wind
28,700.44 MW

Small Hydro
 4,333.86 MW

Biomass
 7,856.94 MW

Diesel 0%   

Renewable energy sector 
has emerged as a major 
stakeholder in the power 
generation scenario in India. 
Government of India has been 
adopting favourable policies 
and programmes for sustain-
able growth of renewable 
energy sector with a goal 
to achieve energy security 
and providing clean energy 
access to a large part of its 
population living in remote 
and difficult terrain. In 2015-
16, India added 7100 MW of 
renewable energy capacity 
and in 2016-17 it has added 
4925.26 MW (between April to 
January 2016). Today the total 
installed capacity stands at 
52192.8 MW.

The Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy (MNRE), 
Government of India has been 
successful in positioning India 
as world’s renewable energy 
leader through its ambitious 
and consistent policy sup-
port. In 2014, Government of 
India announced a domestic 
target of 175 GW of installed 
renewable energy capacity 
by 2022. This target would be 
a crucial stepping-stone for 
achieving 2030 target. Inter-
nationally at the Paris Climate 
Agreement in 2015, India in 
its Intended Nationally Deter-
mined Contributions (INDC’s) 
has pledged to reduce carbon 
intensity of its GDP by 33 to 

35 % from 2005 levels by 2030. 
It has committed to achieve 
40 % cumulative electric 
power installed capacity from 
non-fossil fuel based energy 
resources by 2030. With such 
high targets, REN21 Global 
Status Report 2016 listed India 
among the top five countries 
for investment in renewable 
power projects after China, 
the USA, Japan and the UK.

InIndia also launched the In-
ternational Solar Alliance (ISA) 

in 2015, to promote growth 
and development of solar 
power internationally in over 
120 countries. Headquartered 
at India,   ISA was conceived as 
a coalition of solar resource 
rich countries to address their 
special energy needs and 
provide a platform to collabo-
rate on addressing the identi-
fied gaps through a common 
agreed approach. 

The Government of India an-
nounced National Action Plan 

Source: Ministry of Power & MNRE, Government of India

Figure 3: Share of Renewable Energy in Indian Power Sector
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for Climate Change (NAPCC) in 
2008 and subsequently an-
nounces National Solar Mis-
sion (NSM) in 2009. The NSM 
set targets, provided policy 
guidelines and financial incen-
tives to support the growth 
of solar power in India. of the 
target of 175GW of renewable 
energy installed capacity by 
2022 has been further demar-
cated as 100GW solar, 60GW 
wind, 10GW biomass and 5GW 
small hydro. 

At present, renewable en-
ergy share is about 15% of 
India’s total installed capac-
ity of electricity generation. 
Amongst all forms of renew-
able energy, solar power 
has received a great level of 
interest from government and 
private sectors and installed 
capacity of solar power has 
increased significantly during 
last five years. 

In 2009, the Indian Govern-
ment announced National Ac-
tion Plan for Climate Change 
(NAPCC), which also marked 
the commencement of Na-
tional Solar Mission (NSM). 
The NSM set targets,provided 
policy guidelines and finan-
cial incentives to support 
the growth of solar power in 
India. In January 2015, Gov-
ernment of India announced a 
target of 175GW of renewable 
energy installed capacity by 

2022 which include 100GW so-
lar, 60GW wind, 10GW biomass 
and 5GW small hydro. 

REN21 Global Status Report 
2016 listed India among the 
top five countries for invest-
ment in renewable power 
projects after China, the USA, 
Japan and the UK.

Source: Ministry of Power & MNRE, Government of India

Table 1: Programme/scheme wise physical progress of renewable energy  

installation in India
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Installed Solar Capacity in MW

Grid connected solar 

Rooftop Pv 
(Residential/institution)
Off-grid/ Mini- Grid 
segment

SOLAR PV TARGET IN MW

92
35

M
W

67
63

 
M

W
33

83 M
W

26
32 MW

16
45 MW

94
1 MW

2011 - 12

2015 - 16

2019 - 20

2023 - 24

Financial 
Year  

Solar PV Target in MW 
Grid 

connected 
solar 

Rooftop PV  
(Residential/ 
institutional) 

Off-grid/ mini- 
grid segment 

FY 2016-17 7200 1200 910 
FY 2017-18 17200  2450 2280 
FY 2018-19 27200 3950 4550 
FY 2019-20 37200 5700 9100 
FY 2020-21 46700 7700  9100 
FY 2021-22 55200 10450 9100 

 

Source: MNRE, Niti Ayog, Government of India 

Figure 4: Installed solar capacity (MW) and targets in India

The states have been allocated 
their respective quotas of power 
generation from solar by Ministry 
of New and Renewable Energy, 
as their respective contribution 
towards the National. 

GrOwTH OF SOLAr pOwEr

State
Cumulative

Capacity as of 
31.01.2017 (MW)

ANDHRA PRADESH 
& TELANGANA 979.65
ARUNACHAL 
PRADESH 0.27
ASSAM 11.18
BIHAR 95.91
CHHATTISGARH 135.19
GOA 0.05
GUJARAT 1159.76
HARYANA 73.27
HIMACHAL 
PRADESH 0.33
J&K 1.00
JHARKHAND 17.51
KARNATAKA 341.93
KERALA 15.86
MADHYA PRADESH 850.35
MAHARASHTRA 430.46
MANIPUR 0.01
MEGHALAYA 0.01
MIZORAM 0.10
NAGALAND 0.50
ORISSA 77.64
PUNJAB 592.35
RAJASTHAN 1317.64
SIKKIM 0.01
TAMIL NADU 1590.97
TELANGANA 1073.41
TRIPURA 5.02
UTTAR PRADESH 269.26
UTTARAKHAND 45.10
WEST BENGAL 23.07
A&N ISLANDS 5.40
TOTAL 9235,34

The Jawaharlal Nehru Nation-
al Solar Mission commenced 
in 2009 with an objective to 
address India’s energy secu-
rity challenges while promot-
ing ecologically sustainable 
growth. The overall objective 
of the NSM is to make solar 
cost competitive with fossil 
fuel based energy options by 

2022 through long term pol-
icy, large scale deployment, 
aggressive R&D and make in 
India initiative.

Following up on the objectives 
of the Mission, the Govern-
ment of India aims to reach a 
total of 100,000 MW of solar 
power installed capacity by 
the year 2022. Utility scale 

solar and Rooftop solar will 
contribute 40% each towards 
this target, while Entrepre-
neurs will get an opportunity 
to meet 20% of the targets, 
with a focus to promote local 
job creation and skill develop-
ment
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Source: MNRE, Niti Ayog, Government of India 

Figure 4: Installed solar capacity (MW) and targets in India

2023 - 24

10,241 MW

2008-09

11,806MW

2009-10

14,155MW

2010 - 11
17,352

MW
2011 - 12

19,052
M

W

2012 - 13
21,132
M

W

2013 - 14
21,923
M

W

2014 - 15

24,677
MW 2015 - 16

27,677

MW 2016 - 17

Figure 5: Installed wind power capacity (MW) in India 

Source: MNRE, Government of India

The wind power programme in India 

was initiated towards the end of the 6th 

Five Year Plan, in 1983-84. Total installed 

capacity of wind power in India as on 30 

June 2016 is 27151MW with additional 

installed capacity of 4000MW during 

2015-16. 

wIND pOwEr pOTENTIAL

At 100m height above ground 
level total wind power po-
tential is estimated to be 
3,02,251MW. Lawrence Berke-
ley National Laboratory, USA 
has estimated a potential of 
800GW at 80 m mast mea-
surement with optimum land 
utilization. Long coastline 
and prevailing wind patterns 
suggest substantial potential 

for offshore wind capacity 
in India, however, a system-
atic assessment of the same 
has not yet commenced. 
More detailed wind potential 
assessment has been given 
in Toolkit 4. The wind pow-
er programme in India was 
initiated towards the end of 
the 6th Five Year Plan, in 1983-
84. Total installed capacity 

of wind power in India as on 
August 2016 is 27,667 MW with 
additional installed capacity 
of 4000MW during 2015-16. 
India has set a target of 60GW 
wind power installation by the 
year 2022. The gtaph provides 
a state-wise distribution of 
wind energy installed capaci-
ty in the country.

STATE
Cumulative wind power 
installed capacity until 

March 2016 (MW)
ANDHRA PRADESH 1431.45

GUJARAT 3948.61

KARNATAKA 2869.15

KERALA 43.5

MADHYA PRADESH 2141.1

MAHARASHTRA 4653.83

RAJASTHAN 3993.95

TAMIL NADU 7613.86

TELANGANA 77.7

OTHERS 4.3

TOTAL 26777.45
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Tamil Nadu

3088 MW

Total 
Installed
Capacity

6617.25 MW

Maharashtra

637.5 MW

Haryana

115 MW

Rajasthan

50.5 MW

Himachal
Pradesh

15 MW
Bihar

6 MW
Tripura

3 MW

Chhattisgarh

45 MW
Uttarakhand

43 MW

Madhya 
Pradesh

28 MW

Kerala

113.5 MW

Uttar 
Pradesh

109 MW

West
Bengal

60 MW

Gujarat

312.75 MW
Punjab

254 MW
Goa

180 MW

796 MW 761 MW

Andra 
Pradesh Karnataka

Potential Major
Contributing

 state

The current availability of 
biomass in India is estimated 
at about 500million metric 
tonnes per year.  Studies 
sponsored by the MNRE have 
estimated surplus biomass 
availability at about 120 – 150 
million metric tonnes per 
annum covering agricultural 
and forestry residues cor-
responding to a potential of 
about 18,000MW. Additional 
power of about 5000MW could 
be generated through ba-
gasse-based cogeneration in 
the country’s 500 odd sugar 
mills. Detailed description 
about the potential of bioen-
ergy in India has been provid-

ed in Toolkit 4.

The Ministry has also 
launched several programs 
for development and deploy-
ment of large scale distribut-
ed energy based on biomass 
gasification technology. Such 
biomass gasification technol-
ogies are already operating 
successfully both as grid con-
nected and off-grid systems.  
It has additionally launched 
several programs for devel-
opment and deployment of 
large scale distributed energy 
based on biomass gasification 
technology. Such biomass 
gasification technologies are 
already operating successfully 

both as grid connected and 
off-grid systems. 

The MNRE has been imple-
menting biomass power/
co-generation programme 
since mid-nineties.  An ag-
gregate capacity of 8182MW 
bio power projects has been 
installed until January 2017. 
The target is to achieve 10GW 
biomass power installed ca-
pacity by 2022.

bIOENErGy UTLIzATION 
State-wise biomass based power generation projects installed and indicative potential 

Note: This data is till June 2016. Hence the mismatch in the final cumulative capacities 

Source: MNRE, Government of India 
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State wise numbers and aggregate capacity of SHP projects  

Source: MNRE, Government of India

The estimated potential 
of power generation in In-
dia from small / mini/ mi-
cro hydro projects is about 
20,000MW (Refer Toolkit 4). 
Out of this potential, about 
50% lies in the States of 
Himachal Pradesh, Uttara-
khand, Jammu & Kashmir and 
Arunachal Pradesh.  In the 
plain region Maharashtra, 
Chhattisgarh, Karnataka and 
Kerala have sizeable poten-
tial.   State-wise details of the 
capacity are given at table 
below. Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy has cre-
ated a database of potential 

sites of small hydro and 6,474 
potential sites with an ag-
gregate capacity of 19,749.44 
MW for projects up to 25 MW 
capacity have been identified. 
The MNRE sets a target of 
5000MW installed capacity of 
small hydro power projects by 
2022.

SmALL & mICrO-HyDrO prOjECTS
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FISCAL AND FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS TO PROMOTE  
RENEWABLE ENERGY IN INDIA

RENEWABLE ENERGY SECTOR IN INDIA

The Government of India is using the fol-
lowing  financial instruments to achieve its 
objectives in renewable energy. 

a) Accelerated Depreciation (benefits can be 
availed through regular tax returns under the 
head “Profit and gains of business and pro-
fession” as per section 70 of Income Tax Act)

b) Provision of bank loans as part of home 
improvement loan or home loan for rooftop 
solar systems. 

c) Loans available for projects and individuals 
under Priority Sector Lending. 

d) Loans for system integrators from Indian 
Renewable Energy Development Agency at 
concessional interest rates. 

e) Custom duty concessions and excise duty 
exemptions 

f) Government subsidy for Residential, Insti-
tutional, Government and Social sectors. 

g) Viability gap funding for grid connected 
solar projects in certain categories  through 
competitive bidding

h) Solar specific renewable energy purchase 
obligation

i) Support in developing large solar power 
park

j) Generation Based Incentives (GBI) for wind 
projects
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There are multiple levels of support from both 
central and state governments to promote the

development of renewable energy sector in 
India, although there are many challenges 
which arepotentially affecting the growth of 
this sector. The key challenges in renewable 
energy sector are discussed in this section.

DISTrIbUTION UTILITy prEpArEDNESS:

Integration of distributed power generation 
system to the grid is a new experience for util-
ities in India.Many states are in the process of 
developing procedures and guidelines to cre-
ate a standardized interconnection process. 
The main challenge for utilities is to build 
capacity of the staff to handle this shift.

FINANCING ISSUES:

Renewable energy sector has special financing 
needs. This is primarily due to the small proj-
ect size, credit risk associated with small scale 
lending and high upfront cost. As per Climate 
Policy Institute (CPI) research, the commer-
cial and industrial consumers are reluctant 
to invest the high upfront amount required to 
install small renewable energy systems given 

that it is a non-core business activity. In addi-
tion, banks are reluctant to lend to renewable 
energy projects because of high perceived 
risks and limited information on the perfor-
mance and track records of renewable energy 
investments. Market risks, clubbed with other 
economic factors, have led to high interest 
rates in Indian financial markets, around 10% - 
14% per annum, which is several times higher 
than in developed countries. 

mArkET AND AwArENESS:

ࢱŒȝȴȣǊࢱŒʿŒɫƟȣƟɻɻࢱȴǇࢱȋŒƁȅࢱŒࢱɻʉǩȋȋࢱǩɻࢱüǞƟɫƟࢱࡦ
consumers on product quality and relevant 
standards and certifications important for a 
reliable long lasting system.

ࢱƁȴȣ˨ƌƟȣƁƟࢱʉǞƟࢱŒȣƌࢱࡪȝŒʉʞɫƟࢱȝŒɫȅƟʉɻࢱʉǞƟࢱ�ɻࢱࡦ
of consumers on the services increase with 
better contract structures, it is envisaged that 
the renewable energy systems will become 
further mainstream product in the mix of In-
dia’s energy ecosystem.

KEY CHALLENGES





TOOLKIT 1:  

TECHNOLOGY
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RENEWAbLE ENERGY  
TEChNOLOGIEs FOR  

LOCAL AREA DEVELOpmENT
This section of report describes an indicative list of different ap-
plications (systems/devices/projects) of renewable energy tech-
nologies that can help in providing energy access, creating em-
ployment opportunities and contribute towards climate change 
mitigation at the local level.Specifically those technologies have 
been chosen that can be easily implemented in a decentralized 
manner at constituency levels. The applications considered here 
are commercially available, successfully implemented elsewhere 
and useful for both rural and urban areas. A brief description of 
these technologies followed by the availability in varying capac-
ity, indicative cost and financial assistance are all discussed in 
this section. The information mentioned here presents a general 
scenario. Availability, cost and financial assistance may vary ac-
cording to the geographical location.



3 15 19

SOLAr  
OFF-GrID

GrID CONNECTED 
SOLAr 
pHOTOvOLTAIC 
SySTEmS

LOw & mEDIUm 
HEAT SOLAr 
THErmAL 
AppLICATIONS

CONTENTs

Solar Lanterns      PG 04 
Solar Home Lighting       PG 05 
Solar Rooftop energy sav-
ings/ power backup      PG 06 
Solar Water pumps for irriga-
tion & water supply      PG 07 
Solar Water for schools  PG 08 
Solar Hoardings      PG 09 
Solar Streetlights      PG 10 
Solar Traffic control & 
road safety       PG 11 
Building Integrated Photovol-
taic (BIPV)       PG 12 
Solar - Wind Hybrid       PG 13 
 
 
 
 

Building Integrated Photovol-
taic (BIPV)       PG 16 
Large solar PV projects in In-
dustrial/ warehouse roof and 
stadiums        PG 13 
 
 
 
 

Solar Water Heating  
systems        PG 20 
Small Solar Cooker      PG 21 
Solar concentrator for steam 
cooking & process heat appli-
cations       PG 22 
Solar Drying/ Air Heating Sys-
tem        PG 23 
Solar Cooking       PG 24 
Biogas Plant       PG 25 
Municipal solid waste to en-
ergy: Thermochemical pro-
cess        PG 26 
Municipal solid waste to en-
ergy: Biomenthanation pro-
cess        PG 27 
Biomass power and co-gener-
ation in industries      PG 28 
Biomass gasifier based cre-
matoriums       PG 29
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SOLAR LANTERNS
COMPONENTS

A Solar Lantern is 
made of three main 
components:
1) Solar Photovoltaic 
(SPV) panel
2) Storage battery 
4) Lamp
Plus sometimes a 
mobile charging 
point. 

OPERATIONAL     
MECHANISM
The solar energy is 
converted to elec-
trical energy by the 
SPV panel, and stored 
in a sealed mainte-
nance-free battery 
for later use during 
the night hours. A 
single charge can 
operate the lamp for 
about 4-5 hours.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

A Solar lantern is a simple application of SPV 
technology, found applicable in rural regions 
with irregular and scarce power supply. In 
urban areas, it's prefer alternative during 
power cuts, because of its simple mechanism. 
A solar lantern is suitable for indoor as well 
as outdoor lighting, and it can save 3-5 litres 
of kerosene per month.

AVAILABILITY:

Any solar equipment manufacturing or dis-
tributing outlet in India.

INDICATIVE COST

Rs.300-Rs.2000*

* depending on the capacity of solar module, 
battery and hours of operation. 
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SOLAR HOME LIGHTING SYSTEMS

COMPONENTS
 LED based solar 
home lighting system 
consists of:
a) 2-4 luminaires
b) a solar module
c) a battery
d) a DC fan 
e) a mobile charging 
point. 
Luminaires and other 
electrical equipment 

vary with system 
module capacity and 
model. 
For example, a model 
of 37Wp solar mod-
ule will consists of 
3-4 luminaire with 
12V-40Ah battery.
Please refer to Case 
Study number 6 for a 
real life example of 
this technology.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

It can provide 5 hours of electricity. A 37Wp 
solar module can replace 3-4 kerosene lamps; 
thereby saves 10 -15 litres of kerosene per 
month. It can run a television, music system, 
computer, laptops, mobile chargers & DC fan.

AVAILABILITY

Any solar equipment manufacturing or dis-
tributing outlet in India.

INDICATIVE COST

Rs.3,000 to Rs.12,000*

* depending on the capacity of solar module, 
battery and hours of operation. 

Government schemes and support:

Capital subsidy from MNRE is available for 
approved models implemented through gov-
ernment scheme. The amount of subsidy for 
general states is 30% and for special category 
states it is 60%.

The actual amount will vary based on the cost 
of the system and benchmark price fixed by 
MNRE from time to time.



TK1-6

SOLAR PV ROOFTOP SYSTEMS FOR ENERGY SAVINGS/ 
POWER BACKUP COMPONENTS

Solar generators or 
power packs charge 
batteries of home 
inverters for supple-
menting grid electric-
ity. They consist of :
a) a solar panel mod-
ule
b) a charge control 
system. 
OPERATIONAL         
MECHANISM
During power failure 
or load shedding, 
the system acts as a 
backup for providing 
electricity.

Non-grid interac-
tive systems ideally 
require a full load 
capacity battery 
power back up sys-
tem. They are viable 
during power short-
ages in the day. How-
ever, with advanced 
load management, 
power conditioning 
systems, and safety 
mechanisms, it can 
segregate daytime 
loads served directly 
by solar power with-
out necessarily going 
through the battery 
backup.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

The main advantages are reduced depen-
dence on diesel generators, and lesser power 
interruptions. Standalone PV system or In-
verter system with solar PV charging could be 
an attractive option for reliable lighting or a 
standby power supply system during the load 
shedding hours in urban areas as well as in 
rural areas.

AVAILABILITY:

Listed MNRE channel partners.

INDICATIVE COST

Rs.20,000 to Rs.50,000*

* depending on the capacity of solar module, 
battery and hours of operation. 

GOVERNMENT SCHEMES AND SUPPORT

Capital subsidy from MNRE, available for 
approved models implemented through gov-
ernment scheme. Subsidy for general states 
is 30% and for special category states, 60%.
Actuals will vary based on the cost of the sys-
tem and benchmark price fixed by MNRE.
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SOLAR WATER PUMPING SYSTEMS FOR IRRIGATION & VILLAGE 
WATER SUPPLY
COMPONENTS
A solar water pump-
ing system consists 
of :
a) a PV array varying 
from 200Wp to 10kWp
b) motor pump set 
(surface or submers-
ible)
c) MPPT and Inverter 
for AC motors

d) electronic protec-
tions 
e) interconnect ca-
bles. 
A solar water pump-
ing system for drink-
ing purposes consists 
of an additional water 
storage tank.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

Farmers use diesel pump sets as a substitute 
to grid. This costly and environmental hazard-
ous. Solar pumping system is an alternative to 
irrigational and drinking water requirements 
in such areas. The other benefits are:

ȝŒǩȣʉƟȣŒȣƁƟࢱ�ǩʉʉȋƟࡪࢱɫƟɧʞǩɫƟƌࢱǇʞƟȋࢱȴ£ࢱࡦ

ŷƟȣǩǊȣࢱˈDȣʻǩɫȴȣȝƟȣʉŒȋȋࢱࡦ

ƟŒɫɻˈࢱ߽ࠀ߽߿ࢱǩɻࢱȋǩǇƟࢱɠŒȣƟȋࢱȋǩǇƟࢱ�ȴȣǊࢱࡦ

ƌƟȝŒȣƌࢱɠȴʿƟɫࢱɻȝŒȋȋࢱǇȴɫࢱƟǇǇƟƁʉǩʻƟࢱȴɻʉ+ࢱࡦ

ࢱƌɫǩȣȅǩȣǊࢱʻǩȋȋŒǊƟࢱŒȣƌࢱǩɫɫǩǊŒʉǩȴȣࢱȝǩƁɫȴࢱǇȴɫࢱxƌƟŒȋࢱࡦ
water supply

AVAILABILITY

There are several solar pump-manufacturing 
companies in India.  A list of solar pump man-
ufacturer/ suppliers empanelled with MNRE is 
available at MNRE website (http://www.mnre.
gov.in/file-manager/offgrid-solar-schemes/
swp-statewise.pdf).

INDICATIVE COST

Rs. 0.5 - 5 lacs, depending upon the capacity 
and type of the pump used. The operating 
cost of solar pump is negligible, as no fuel is 
required to run the system. 
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SOLAR POWERED WATER SYSTEM FOR SCHOOLS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
A solar powered 
water system is ideal 
for  schools as it 
provides safe and re-
liable drinking water, 
running water in the 
toilets and hot water 
for cooking to reduce 
the fuel cost.
The system has  three 
different facilities.
(i) Solar water system 
lifts groundwater to 
an overhead tank 
during the day. 
(ii) A Reverse Osmosis 
(RO) Water Purifier 
System powered by 
solar PV ( as de-
scribed above) with 
a battery and invert-

er system. It can be 
operated during the 
night as well. Pump 
rate is at 15-20L per 
hour. There's a stor-
age facility for puri-
fied water. 
(iii) The system can 
heat water upto 
60-70°C and can be 
stored in an insulated 
storage tank (200L 
capacity). This system 
does not require any 
electrical energy and 
works on thermo-sy-
phon based technol-
ogy and water to the 
system is supplied 
from the overhead 
water tank

AVAILABILITY

The components of a solar water system are 
available in India. System design and sizing 
will be based on the site conditions and water 
requirement of the specific school..

INDICATIVE COST

The project cost for a typical school is 
aboutRs.10 lac to 20 lacs (Actual cost of two 
such projects executed by an NGO Reach India 
in two schools in Assam was Rs.15.00 lac per 
school.) . This number will vary based on 
water demand, number of student and site 
condition.

GOVERNMENT SCHEMES AND SUPPORT

MNRE provides subsidy for solar water pump 
and solar water heating systems

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

ࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱˈɻʞɠɠȋࢱɻˈɻʉƟȝࢱɠʞȝɠǩȣǊࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
without using electricity from the grid

ࢱ߽߿ࢱɻˈɻʉƟȝࢱɠʞȝɠǩȣǊࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱɻȴȋŒɫࢱȴǇࢱȋǩǇƟࢱ�ȴȣǊࢱࡦ
– 25 years)

ࢱɻʞɠɠȋˈǩȣǊࢱˈŷࢱʉȴǩȋƟɻࢱȴǇࢱƁȋƟŒȣȋǩȣƟɻɻࢱDȣɻʞɫƟɻࢱࡦ
running water

ࢱǞȴʉࢱɠɫȴʻǩƌƟɻࢱɻˈɻʉƟȝࢱǞƟŒʉǩȣǊࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
water (60°C - 70°C) for cooking

ࢱŒȣƌࢱǇʞƟȋࢱƁȴȴȅǩȣǊࢱɻŒʻƟɻࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱȴǇࢱßɫƟǞƟŒʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
cooking time

-ʿŒʉƟɫࢱȅƟƟɠɻࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱƌɫǩȣȅǩȣǊࢱɻŒǇƟɫࢱŒȣƌࢱßʞɫƟࢱࡦ
borne diseases away

ࢱɠƟɫࢱˈƟȋƟƁʉɫǩƁǩʉࢱƟɧʞǩʻŒȋƟȣʉࢱȴǇࢱȅīǞࠂࠀࢱðŒʻƟɻࢱࡦ
day for 220 days per year

ࢱæɻࢱʉǞŒȣࢱȝȴɫƟࢱȴǇࢱɻŒʻǩȣǊɻࢱˈ�ȴȣƟʉŒɫࢱࡦ
40,000.00 per year

ࢱǊŒɻƟɻࢱǊɫƟƟȣǞȴʞɻƟࢱȴǇࢱʉȴȣȣƟɻࢱࠃࢱæƟƌʞƁƟɻࢱࡦ
emission
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SOLAR HOARDINGS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
A solar billboard uses 
solar photovoltaic 
panels to convert 
sunlight into electric-
ity required to illumi-
nate the hoarding. 

For additional bene-
fits, these billboards 
can be fitted with 
ultra-efficient LED 
lights and automatic 
timers for dusk to 
dawn operation.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

Using solar energy for illuminating hoardings 
would save energy, and would also ensure 
availability of power during load shedding. 
Solar hoardings are very useful in urban 
areas, and also along the highways and ex-
pressways.

The other benefits of using solar energy for 
hoardings are as follows:

ðŒʻǩȣǊࢱˈDȣƟɫǊࢱࡦ

ʿǩɫǩȣǊࢱʉɫƟȣƁǞࢱʞɻǩȣǊࢱˈŷࢱȴɻʉɻ+ࢱæƟƌʞƁƟƌࢱࡦ

ɫƟɧʞǩɫƟƌࢱȝƟʉƟɫࢱȴ£ࢱࡦ

ƁǞŒɫǊƟɻࢱˈƟȋƟƁʉɫǩƁǩʉࢱæƟƌʞƁƟƌࢱࡦ

ǩȣɻʉŒȋȋŒʉǩȴȣࢱˈDŒɻࢱࡦ

ȴɠƟɫŒʉǩȴȣࢱ�ʞʉȴȝŒʉƟƌࢱࡦ

AVAILABILITY

There are many manufacturers of solar light-
ing system in India. A list of manufacturers of 
solar lighting system under capital subsidy 
scheme is available at MNRE website 

INDICATIVE COST:

Cost of solar hoarding maybe highly variable 
based on size and hours of lighting during 
day.

Market prices from Indian suppliers start from 
Rs. 0.5 lakh and above.
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SOLAR STREETLIGHTS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Solar streetlights use 
solar photovoltaic 
panels to convert 
sunlight to electrical 
energy that is stored 
in a battery box 
before being used at 
night to illuminate 
the streets. 

A basic solar powered 
streetlight consists 
of a SPV module, 
battery, lamp with a 
charge controller and 
lamppost. Usually, 
these systems are 
also fitted with auto-
matic dusk to dawn 
timers for saving en-
ergy during daytime.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

The main advantage of such systems is that 
they are a regular source of energy and in-
dependent of grid power. This characteristic 
makes them attractive in remote places and 
in areas which have unreliable supply. Solar 
street lights can be installed on the city roads 
and residential areas where power cut is 
frequent. One street light among every three 
conventional outdoor lights could maintain 
minimum illumination level during load shed-
ding hours.

AVAILABILITY

There are many manufacturers of solar light-
ing system in India. The MNRE approved list 
ofmanufacturers of solar lighting system un-
der capital subsidy scheme is available at the 
MNRE website.

INDICATIVE COST

Rs. 10,000.00 to Rs. 25,000.00* depending 
upon the configuration. 
 
*Market price available online. 
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SOLAR SYSTEM FOR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND ROAD SAFETY
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Solar blinkers could 
be useful at blind 
intersections, ahead 
of road humps, sharp 
bends/ U-turns, 
pedestrian crossings, 
etc. Solar road studs 
are unique, innova-
tive and state-of-
the art road safety 
devices for night time 
drivers. The solar 
road studs provide 
clear visible traffic 
guidance round the 

year irrespective of 
the weather condi-
tions. These studs 
function automatical-
ly from dusk-to-dawn. 
They could be de-
ployed on roads, ze-
bra crossings, speed 
breakers, etc. Solar 
powered traffic lights 
have energy-efficient 
light emitting diodes 
(LEDs), which con-
sume very nominal 
energy, and can be 
installed at a reason-
able cost.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

ȝƟʉƟɫɻࢱ߽߽߽߾ࢱʉȴࢱʞɠࢱˈʻǩɻǩŷǩȋǩʉࢱoǩǊǞࢱࡦ

ࢱƁɫŒɻǞࢱŒȣƌࢱɠȴȋƟɻࢱࡪƁȴȣƟɻࢱȴȣࢱȝȴʞȣʉƟƌࢱˈDŒɻǩȋࢱࡦ
barriers

ࢱɫȴŒƌࢱƟȣǞŒȣƁƟɻࢱࡪƁȴȣƌǩʉǩȴȣɻࢱƌɫǩʻǩȣǊࢱxȝɠɫȴʻƟɻࢱࡦ
safety and Better flow of traffic

ƁȴɻʉࢱæƟŒɻȴȣŒŷȋƟࢱࡦ

ȋǩǇƟࢱ�ȴȣǊࢱࡦ

AVAILABILITY

These products are available in any major 
solar equipment manufacturing and supplying 
company. 

INDICATIVE COST

Solar blinkers : Rs.6,000 to Rs.8,000, 
Solar studs : Rs.500to Rs.1500.  
Solar traffic light : Rs.0.25 lac –Rs.3 lac  
depending on capacity*. 
 
*Market price available online.
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BUILDING INTEGRATED PHOTOVOLTAIC (BIPV)
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Building Integrated 
Photovoltaic (BIPV) 
is the integration 
of photovoltaic (PV) 
into the building 
envelope, and the 
panels can be made 
one of the compo-
nents of the building.           

The PV modules serve 
the dual function of 
building skin replac-
ing conventional 
building envelope 
materials, and power 
generator. The panels 
are placed either on 
the façade or on the 
roof of the building.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

BIPV systems are most applicable for loca-
tions where large ground space for a solar PV 
system may not be available. They are also 
useful for small load (less than 10 kW) ap-
plications for residential, small commercial 
and institutional establishments in the form 
of façade integrated PV systems. The appli-
cations of roof-integrated systems may vary 
from industrial, institutional and residential.

AVAILABILITY

Several companies in India provide BIPV.

INDICATIVE COST

The tentative cost of the system includes 
panels, batteries and other components and 
is about Rs.0.75 to 1.50 Lac per kW  capacity at 
present. *

*Market price available online. 
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SOLAR PV – WIND HYBRID SYSTEMS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Small wind energy 
systems viz. water 
pumping windmills, 
aero generators and 
wind-solar hybrid 
systems are useful 
for meeting water 
pumping and small 
power requirements 
in rural/ semi-urban/
urban windy areas of 
the country.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

The benefits of the solar PV-wind systems are:

ɻŒʻǩȣǊɻࢱˈDȣƟɫǊࢱࡦ

Ɓȴɻʉɻࢱ�ॹ´ࢱ�ȴʿࢱࡦ

ˈɻʞɠɠȋࢱɠȴʿƟɫࢱˈDȝƟɫǊƟȣƁࢱࡦ

ƁǞŒɫǊƟɻࢱƁȴȣɻʞȝɠʉǩȴȣࢱɠȴʿƟɫࢱɫƟƁʞɫɫǩȣǊࢱȴ£ࢱࡦ

AVAILABILITY

There are few MNRE empanelled channel part-
ners who are eligible to supply and installa-
tion these types of projects and avail subsidy 
from the government. A list of empanelled 
channel partners is available in the MNRE 
website (www.mnre.gov.in/ ).

INDICATIVE COST

The cost of PV-wind hybrid system is Rs.2.00 
lakh per kW capacity.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
This section of report describes 
different applications (systems/
devices/projects) of renewable 
energy technologies that can help 
in providing energy access, cre-
ating employment opportunities 
and contribute towards climate 
change mitigation. The applications 
considered here are commercially 
available, successfully implement-
ed elsewhere and useful for both 
rural and urban areas. 

A brief description of these tech-
nologies followed by the availabil-
ity in varying capacity, indicative 
cost and financial assistance are all 
discussed in this section. The infor-
mation mentioned here presents 
a general scenario. Availability, 
cost and financial assistance may 
vary according to the geographical 
location.
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GRID CONNECTED sOLAR 
phOTOVOLTAIC sYsTEms
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GRID CONNECTED ROOFTOP SOLAR PV SYSTEM
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
In grid interaction 
system, DC power 
from SPV panels 
is converted to AC 
power by a power 
conditioning unit and 
is fed to the grid at 
220V, 440V or 11KV 
line, as required. 
Power is generat-
ed at day - utilized 
fully by powering the 
captive loads and 
feeds excess power 
to the grid if avail-
able. When solar is 
not sufficient (due to 
cloud cover etc.)cap-
tive loads are pow-

ered from grid. The 
systems thus work on 
net metering basis 
and beneficiary pays 
based on this. 
The size of a rooftop 
PV project can be 
as small as 1kWp to 
5kWp for a residential 
roof and as large as 
10kWp to 50kWp and 
even MW capacity, 
subject to roof space 
availability. At the 
time of writing, the 
largest solar roof-
top project com-
missioned in India, 
and the world, is the 
12MWp project com-
missioned in Amritsar 
(Punjab).

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

It saves conventional electricity consumption. 
System and removes the typical transmission 
and distribution losses in the system, while-
optimizing infrastructure utilization. Please 
refer to Case Study 4 for an example of this 
technology implemented at IIM Lucknow.

AVAILABILITY

Systems are assembled as per building type, 
sizes and capacities. List of product suppliers 
and MNRE channel partners are in annexure.

INDICATIVE COST

Approximate cost for solar rooftop power 
plants without battery backup would vary 
from Rs.0.70 lac to Rs.1.2 lac per kW  capacity 
depending upon the type of technology and 
quality of equipment used.*

*Market price available online.
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LARGE SOLAR PV PROJECTS IN INDUSTRIAL /
 WAREHOUSE ROOF AND STADIUMS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Grid connected Mega-
watt (MW) scale PV 
power plants could 
be installed over 
large industrial/ 
commercial rooftops 
or stadiums in urban 
areas under the Jawa-
harlal Nehru National 

Solar Mission pro-
gram which has set 
a goal of installing 
100GW solar power by 
2022. Net metering, 
generation based 
incentives; as per the 
Central Electricity 
Regulatory Commis-
sion (CERC) guidelines 
will be available un-
der the scheme.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

The The benefits of the scheme are:

Ɓȴɻʉɻࢱ�ॹ´ࢱࡪɫƟɧʞǩɫƟȝƟȣʉࢱ�Œȣƌࢱȴ£ࢱࡦ

ࢱŒȣƌࢱȋȴɻɻƟɻࢱʉɫŒȣɻȝǩɻɻǩȴȣࢱࡪƁȴɻʉɻࢱƁŒɠǩʉŒȋࢱ�ȴʿࢱࡦ
cost

Private developers/ investors may be al-
lowed/ encouraged to install grid-connected 
MW scale PV power plants in large industrial/ 
commercial areas available in the city. 

AVAILABILITY

Systems are assembled as per building type, 
sizes and capacities.

INDICATIVE COST

Solar rooftop power without battery backup : 
Rs. 0.7 lakh to Rs.1.2 lakh per kW capacity
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RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
This section of report describes 
different applications (systems/
devices/projects) of renewable 
energy technologies that can help 
in providing energy access, cre-
ating employment opportunities 
and contribute towards climate 
change mitigation. The applications 
considered here are commercially 
available, successfully implement-
ed elsewhere and useful for both 
rural and urban areas. 

A brief description of these tech-
nologies followed by the availabil-
ity in varying capacity, indicative 
cost and financial assistance are all 
discussed in this section. The infor-
mation mentioned here presents 
a general scenario. Availability, 
cost and financial assistance may 
vary according to the geographical 
location.
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LOW AND mEDIum hEAT sOLAR 
ThERmAL AppLICATIONs
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SOLAR WATER HEATING SYSTEMS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
A solar water heater 
consists of :
a)  collector to collect 
solar energy 
b) an insulated stor-
age tank to store hot 
water. 
The solar energy 
incident on the ab-
sorber panel coated 
with selected coating 
transfers heat to riser 
pipes underneath an 

absorber panel. Wa-
ter passing through 
the risers gets heated 
and moves to a stor-
age tank. 
The re-circulation of 
water through ab-
sorber panel in the 
collector raises a 
maximum tempera-
ture of upto 80°C in a 
sunny day. Collective-
ly, the solar collector, 
storage tank and 
pipelines is called 
solar hot water (SHW) 
system. 

AVAILABILITY

There are over 100 manufacturers approved 
by BIS and MNRE. 

INDICATIVE COST

Rs.15000 to Rs.20,000 for a 100LPD and Rs.110 
to Rs.150 per installed liter for higher capacity 
systems. Cost will vary based on technology, 
application, capacity of the system, design 
parameters and control system.

GOVERNMENT SCHEMES AND SUPPORT

The solar water heating system is econom-
ically viable option and payback period is 
just 1 to 2 years if replaced with electricity. At 
present there is no financial assistance from 
MNRE.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

Residential Application: SWHs of 100-300LPD 
are suitable for domestic applications. It can 
be installed on rooftops, building terraces 
and open grounds where there is no shading, 
south orientation of collectors and over-head 
tank above SWH system.

Commercial Applications: Mostly applica-
ble for hotels, hospitals, hostels, canteens, 
restaurants, etc. that require hot water for 
cooking and cleaning. Larger systems can be 
used according to the hot water demand.

Industrial Applications: Hot water and steam 
are used in a variety of industries. Some of 
the important ones are: Textile, Dairy, Drug 
and Pharmaceuticals, Pulp and paper, Food 
processing, Electroplating, Fertilizer, Leather, 
etc. The potential applications of SWH in the 
industries are: preheating of boiler feed water 
and process heating.
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SMALL SOLAR COOKER
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Box-type solar cooker 
consists of :
a) an insulated box
b) metallic and insu-
lated cooking tray 
b) double glass lid on 
the cooking tray, 
c) a reflecting mirror 
fitted in the lid of the 
box.
Sunlight passes 
through the double 
glass lid, to black 
cooking pots and 

tray. Heat absorbed 
by the blackened 
surface transfers to  
food inside the pots.
A 'Dish solar cooker' 
is a revolving para-
bolic dish typically, 
made up of anodized 
aluminum sheet with 
an aperture diame-
ter of 1.4m and focal 
length 0.28m. An alu-
minum sheet reflec-
tance greater than 
80% is prefered It can 
generate.6kW, which 
can boil 2 to 3 litres 
of water in about half 
an hour.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

Dish-type solar cooker in optimum capacity 
can savings 10 LPG cylinders per year. The life 
for the metallic structure is estimated to be 
about 20 years. Payback period for such cook-
ers could be from 1 to 3 years depending upon 
the extent of use and the place of utilization. 

AVAILABILITY

Systems are assembled as per building type, 
sizes and capacities. List of product suppliers 
and MNRE channel partners are in annexure.

INDICATIVE COST

Solar Cooker: Rs.1,500.00 to Rs.2500.00 , 
suitable for a family of 4 . Indicative cost 
for parabolic dish solar cooker may vary 
fromRs.4,500.00 to Rs.6,000.00 depending on 
the material of the dish used, and the salient 
features provided by the manufacturers. 
 
Market price available online
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SOLAR CONCENTRATOR FOR STEAM COOKING & PROCESS 
HEAT APPLICATIONS COMPONENTS & 

OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
An outdoor, reflec-
tor, parabolic dish 
is equipped with 
automatic tracking 
system; A second-
ary reflector further 
concentrates the rays 
to the black coated 
cooking pot.
The primary reflector 
automatically tracks 
sunlight. The reflec-
tor needs to be in fo-
cus once a day in the 

morning and there-
after the reflector 
automatically shifts 
to optimise sunlight. 
Changes to curvature 
for seasonal adjust-
ment can be made. 
The unique feature 
of this cooker is that 
it has made indoor 
cooking possible us-
ing solar energy. The 
temperature attained 
is of the order 200 – 
400!C. 

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION

Large quantities of food (for upto 40-50 
people) can be cooked at a time. During the 
period when the cooker is not in use for cook-
ing, it can be used for hot water production. 
Up to 35 to 40 LPG cylinders can be replaced 
in a year. Case Study 8 describes the applica-
tion of this technology at the Brahma Kumaris 
World Spiritual University. 

AVAILABILITY

A list of manufacturers/ suppliers empanelled 
by MNRE for installation of CSTs is available 
(http://solarrooftop.gov.in/Agencies_list.
html). 

INDICATIVE COST

The cost of the cooker varies from Rs.15000 
to Rs. 25000 depending on type of reflector & 
features. A normal size family cooker is suf-
ficient for a family of 10 to 12 members and 
cost around Rs. 6000. Bigger sized cookers 
might cost Rs. 30000 approx. and may cook 
for 40 people
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SOLAR DRYING / AIR HEATING SYSTEMS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Solar drying or air 
heating system is a 
type of solar thermal 
system where air is 
heated in a collec-
tor and transferred 
directly either to the 
interior space or to a 
storage medium, such 
as, a rock bin. Solar 
air heaters use solar 
panels to warm air 
which is then con-
veyed into a room. 
The basic compo-
nents of a solar air 

heater include solar 
collector panels, 
a duct system and 
diffusers. Systems 
can operate with or 
without a fan. Air is 
distributed by the 
action of a natural 
ventilation system 
where a fan is not 
present. 

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

A typical solar air heating system of 100 sqm.
of flat plate collector area costs around Rs.5 
lacs. It can save around 90,000 litres of diesel 
in 15 years of its estimated life, which means 
it can save Rs.45 lacs @ Rs.50 per litre of 
diesel.

AVAILABILITY

There are few solar air heater/ collector man-
ufacturers in India.

INDICATIVE COST

The cost of FPC based solar air heating sys-
tem is about Rs.5,000.00 per sqm  of the 
collector area*.

*Market price available online
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SOLAR COOLING SYSTEM
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Solar refrigerator op-
erates with a vapour 
compression system 
powered by Photo-
voltaic arrays (solar 
panels) and DC or AC/
DC power as a back-
up energy source. 
They are made from 
environment-friendly 
(non-CFC) materials, 
and are designed to 
last a lifetime. Gen-
erally, the refriger-
ators are insulated 
with high efficiency 
polyurethane foam 
to ensure low energy 

consumption.
A solar cooling sys-
tem also consists of 
solar photovoltaic 
arrays and vapour 
absorption machines 
(VAMs). The heat gen-
erated by the solar 
is utilized to pro-
duce cool air. Many 
manufacturers like 
Thermax are using 
advanced solid ab-
sorption based com-
pact systems, which 
require very low 
grade hot water (60 
– 70 °C) and provide 
heating-cum-cooling 
solution.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION

Solar cooling can provide cooling for both 
– preserving food and medicine, and air-con-
ditioning (ACs). It is quite effective during the 
summer time when sunshine is more, and so 
are comfort cooling requirements.

AVAILABILITY

Solar cooling systems are available in Indian 
market from various suppliers and distribu-
tors at different price ranges.

INDICATIVE COST

Rs.17,000.00 to Rs.40,000.00 depending on its 
size and capacity.
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bIOENERGY bAsED  
TEChNOLOGIEs
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BIOGAS PLANT
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Solar refrigerator 
opBiogas is a clean 
and low cost fuel. It 
is highly inflammable 
and contains 55% to 
60% methane gas. It 
also contains 30% to 
35% carbon dioxide 
and traces of Nitro-
gen, Hydrogen and 
water. A biogas plant 

produces gas from 
the organic materials, 
such as, cattle dung 
or human excreta, 
and bio-degradable 
material, such as, 
biomass from farms, 
garden and kitchen 
wastes. The process 
of generation is by 
anaerobic digestion 
(in the absence of 
air). 

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION

ƁȴȴȅǩȣǊࢱǇȴɫࢱǇʞƟȋࢱǊŒɻƟȴʞɻࢱƁȋƟŒȣࢱŒࢱǩɻࢱǩȴǊŒɻ#ࢱࡦ

ࢱŷƟࢱƁŒȣࢱŷǩȴɠɫȴƌʞƁʉࢱŒࢱǩɻࢱʿǞǩƁǞࢱˈǩȴɻȋʞɫɫ#ࢱࡦ
used in chemical fertilizers

-ɫƟ˨ࢱǇȴɫƟɻʉɻࢱȴȣࢱɠɫƟɻɻʞɫƟࢱʉǞƟࢱɫƟƌʞƁƟɻࢱǩȴǊŒɻ#ࢱࡦ
wood) and helps in climate mitigation ny pre-
venting black carbon and methane emissions

ࢱˈɻŒȣǩʉŒɫࢱʉǞƟࢱʿǩʉǞࢱȋǩȣȅƟƌࢱŷƟࢱƁŒȣࢱɠȋŒȣʉɻࢱǩȴǊŒɻ#ࢱࡦ
toilets and thereby improving the sanitation 
in villages and semi-urban areas. Refer to 
Case Study 10 for a description on a real life 
application of this technology.

AVAILABILITY

MNRE is implementing National Biogas and 
Manure Management Programme (NBMMP) in 
all states and UTs. Biogas from anaerobic di-
gestion of cattle dung and other leafy organ-
ic matters/wastes can be used for cooking, 
lighting, refrigeration, electricity generation 
and transport. State nodal departments and 
agencies are implementing the NBMMP.

INDICATIVE COST

The cost varies with region and size of the 
plant. Average cost of biogas plant is about 
Rs. 7,000/- to Rs. 15,000 for a 3–5m3 biogas 
plant. (Market price available online)

KVIC Floating Drum Type Biogas 
Plants having digester made of 
bricks or stones

1 to 10 
cubic 
meter

KVIC Type Biogas Plants with Ferro 
cement digester

1 to 10 
cubic 
meter

KVIC Type Biogas Plants with Fiber 
Glass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) Gas 
holder

1 to 10 
cubic 
meter

Deenbandhu Model with Brick 
masonry and
Ferro cement with in-situ technique

1 to 6 cubic 
meter

Pre-fabricated RCC fixed dome 
model

2 to 3 
cubic 
meter

'Flexi' model Bag digester type plant 
made of rubberized nylon fabric

1 to 5 cubic 
meter
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MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE TO ENERGY: 
THERMOCHEMICAL PROCESS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Waste to Energy 
(WTE) technologies 
are based on biolog 
reduces the volume 
of waste going to 
landfills by 60 to 90%, 
saving land, ensuring 
safe waste disposal 
and reducing green-
house gas emissions 
from residual waste 
finally going into 
landfills.

Refuse Derived Fuel 
(RDF) process or pel-
letisation is a thermal 
process, where waste 
is dried, compressed 
and pelletised. iven 
the aim of the RDF 
generation from MSW 
can increase energy 
efficiency of solid 
waste processing and 
reduce the green-
house gas burden 
because of dumping 
of municipal solid 
waste.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION:

ࢱʉȴࢱऻ߽ࠃࢱˈȣƟŒɫȋࢱˈŷࢱɫƟƌʞƁƟƌࢱʿŒɻʉƟࢱȴǇࢱˈäʞŒȣʉǩʉࢱࡦ
90%

ࢱʉɫŒȣɻɠȴɫʉŒʉǩȴȣࢱʉǞʞɻࢱࡪɫƟƌʞƁƟƌࢱǩɻࢱȋȋǩȣǊ˨ࢱ�Œȣƌࢱࡦ
costs to distant landfills site gets reduced.

ࢱƟȣʻǩɫȴȣȝƟȣʉŒȋࢱǩȣࢱɫƟƌʞƁʉǩȴȣࢱȣƟʉࢱǩɻࢱüǞƟɫƟࢱࡦ
pollution.

AVAILABILITY

Technology and engineering expertise to 
develop this type of projects is available in 
India.

INDICATIVE COST

The approximate cost of municipal solid WTE 
project is Rs.5-6 crore per MWe. 
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MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE TO ENERGY – BIO METHANATION 
PROCESS COMPONENTS & 

OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Biomethanation is 
the process to gen-
erate biogas from 
anaerobic digestion 
of solid-liquid or-
ganic biomass waste 
by employing meth-
anogenic microflo-
ra. End products of 
bio-methanation are  
stabilized slurry and 
biogas. The contents 
of the biogas are: 
methane, hydrogen 
sulphide, CO2 etc. The 
digested matter can 
be used as a soil con-
ditioner and organic 
manure.
Depending on the 

characteristics of 
the waste biomass, 
a suitable bio-meth-
anation system can 
be designed for 
optimal generation 
of biogas. A typical 
bio-methanation unit 
consists of tanks for 
waste homogenisa-
tion, digesters for 
anaerobic treatment 
and gas generation 
and holding tanks for 
the solid and liquid 
waste and the biogas. 
The biogas can either 
be used directly for 
boilers and stoves for 
cooking purposes or 
it can be employed 
for electric power 
generation using gas 
engines or turbines.

AVAILABILITY

A compiled list presented in the annexure of 
this document.

INDICATIVE COST

Rs. 5-7 crores per MWe depending upon the 
capacity and technology adopted.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION

The major advantages of setting up of bio-
methanation projects are:

! Waste reduced by nearly 60 to 90%, 

- Demand for land, which is already scarce in 
cities, for land filling is reduced; The cost of 
transportation of waste 

! Apart from generating power from the 
waste, the slurry produced from biomethana-
tiontechnology acts as a good fertilizer
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BIOMASS POWER AND CO-GENERATION IN INDUSTRIES
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
Biomass materials 
which have been 
successfully used for 
power generation 
include bagasse, rice-
husk, cotton stalk, 
coconut shells, saw 
dust etc.
Combustion: a ther-
mochemical process 
that converts bio-
mass to useful prod-
ucts involve com-
bustion, gasification 
or pyrolysis. Most 
commonly used route 
is combustion. It is 
similar to that of a 
thermal plant based 

on coal, except for 
the boiler. 
Gasification: Biomass 
is converted to pro-
ducer gas by gasifi-
cation (partial com-
bustion). It involves 
incomplete combus-
tion, but a gaseous 
product is obtained.
Cogeneration in sugar 
mills : Usually, cogen-
eration uses bagasse 
as a fuel. Process 
steam which is at 
high temperature and 
pressure, can pro-
duce electricity and 
steam for their own 
requirements.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION

The Ministry estimated biomass availabili-
ty of about 120 to 150 million metric tonnes 
per year from agricultural and forestry res-
idues. This corresponding to a potential of 
16,000MW. An addition of about 5,000MW 
additional power could be generated through 
bagasse based cogeneration in sugar mills.

AVAILABILITY

A compiled list presented in the annexure of 
this document.

INDICATIVE COST

Rs. 5-7 crores per MWe depending upon the 
capacity and technology adopted.
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BIOMASS GASIFIER BASED CREMATORIUMS
COMPONENTS & 
OPERATIONAL MECH-
ANISM
The gasifier-based 
crematorium con-
sists of a ‘Cremation 
Bed’ that is fixed on 
a moving trolley. The 
burner is fitted to 
one end of the fixed 
dome, which is pro-
vided with a refrac-
tory lining inside it. 
The length of the 
flame from the burn-
er is about five feet 
long and complete-

ly engulfs the full 
length of the body. 
This high tempera-
ture flame and dome 
design completely 
cremates the body 
with the least amount 
of smoke and smell. It 
takes approximately 
80 to 90 minutes for 
full cremation, with 
about 150 to 180 kg 
consumption of fire-
wood – which rep-
resents almost 70 to 
75% reduction from 
traditional practices.

BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION

Use of a biomass gasifier system for a crema-
torium has the following benefits:

ࢱǇʞƟȋࢱɫƟƌʞƁǩȣǊࢱࡪˈƟǇ˨ƁǩƟȣƁࢱǇʞƟȋࢱʉǞƟࢱǩȝɠɫȴʻƟɻࢱxʉࢱࡦ
wood consumption from 600 kg to about 150 
to 180 kg – almost 70 to 75% reduction.

ࢱȴǇࢱȝŒǩȣʉƟȣŒȣƁƟࢱŒȣƌࢱǩȣɻʉŒȋȋŒʉǩȴȣࢱȴǇࢱƁȴɻʉࢱüǞƟࢱࡦ
such crematoriums is substantially less than 
those of electric or diesel based.

ࢱŒɫƟࢱˈʉǞƟࢱŷƟƁŒʞɻƟࢱɫƟȋǩŒŷȋƟࢱȝȴɫƟࢱŒɫƟࢱcŒɻǩ˨Ɵɫɻࢱࡦ
-simple in design, robust in use and easy to 
operate and maintain.

AVAILABILITY

A successful model developed by TERI in Am-
barnath, in Maharashtra, became operational 
in July 2002. Proponents included Nagrik Seva 
Mandal, the Ambarnath Municipal Corpo-
ration, TERI, and financial support from the 
MNES, the Ministry of Nonconventional Energy 
Sources, Government of India. Similar crema-
toria are now being commissioned in Goa (one 
in Ponda and the other in Mapusa).
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BENEFITS:

Apart from the environmental bene-
fits from clean energy generated by 
hydroger, it brings all round develop-
ment to the community of the proj-
ect area. Access to clean and reliable 
electricity has direct positive impact 
on lifestyle, education, health and 
economy of people living in the 
villages. Lighting up homes will help 
in empowering women and society at 
large by providing quality work space 
and extended time for productive 
work, education and entertainment.

Similarly, providing reliable elec-
tricity ensures profitability to busi-
ness and small/micro industries 
and encourages youths to start-up 
new enterprises. Energy generation, 
supply and maintenance activities of 
hydroger projects provide employ-
ments to local people and develop 
skill in that sector.

INDICATIVE COST:

Typical budget for developing a 
3-5kW hydroger project is around 
Rs.2, 50,000.00 

Source: Discussions with NEPeD 
officials

Hydroger powerhouse and hydroger in operation

A remote village lit up by hydroger

A craftman working under hydroger light
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CASE STUDY 1: HYDROGER BY NEPED
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TECHNOLOGY

“Hydroger” is a water mill or 
pico-hydro power system with 
an electrical power output of 3- 
5kW. The term ‘Hydroger’ (de-
rived from Hydro and Generator) 
was coined by NEPeD (Nagaland 
Empowerment of People through 
Energy Development), which 
has indigenized developed this 
technology R&D and application 
in the field.

Hydroger uses the hydraulic 
power of falling water through 
a delivery pipe (penstock) to 
power a reaction or impulse tur-
bine. The turbine is attached to 
a generator, which converts the 
mechanical power into electrici-
ty. A Hydroger comprises of a cy-
lindrical cast iron casing housing 
a generator, which is connected 
to the turbine through the shaft. 
The turbine converts the kinet-
ic energy of falling water into 
mechanical energy and then the 
generator converts the mechan-
ical energy from the turbine 
into electrical energy. Hydroger 
efficiency is around 75-80%. 
One of the critical components 
of Hydroger is the Electronic 
Load Controller (ELC), which 
was exclusively developed by a 
private entrepreneur supported 

by NEPeD. The ELC stabilizes the 
output voltage and frequency of 
the generator through an elec-
tronic sensor and dummy load.

APPLICATIONS:

Hydrogers can be used for 
electrification of rural homes 
empowering people by providing 
access to clean energy for their 
basic need of lighting, mobile 
charging, comfort and produc-
tive work. Electricity from hy-
droger proven to be very bene-
ficial for commercial and small/
micro scale industrial activities 
such as lighting up wayside 
amenities, weaving, carpen-
try, juicing, milk chilling plant, 
poultry etc. A supply of reliable 
electricity to these types of 
activities increases productive 
hours and encourages youths for 
self-employment and start-ups.

NEPED INITIATIVE:

Since 2008, NEPeD has installed 
indigenously made hydrogers in 
more than 40 locations within 
Nagaland and few systems in 
Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh 
and Sikkim. Electricity is sup-
plied for villages lighting, street 
lighting, community lighting and 
commercial activities.
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CASE STUDY 2: VAJRA & CHASKMAN 
SMALL HYDRO PLANTS

T!" V#$%# &'#(( !)*%+ ,(#-. (SHP) /+''0&&0+-"* 0- F"1%2#%) 2002 
0& .!" 30%&. &'#(( !)*%+ ,+4"% ,%+$"/. +3 M#!#%#&!.%# &.#.". T!" 
,(#-. !#* 1""- &!+4/#&"* #& +-" +3 .!" 305" +2.&.#-*0-6 ,%+$"/.& 
1) .!" G+5"%-'"-. +3 M#!#%#&!.%# #. .!" I-3%#&.%2/.2%" S2''0. 
0- 2002.

The objectives of the project were 
to achieve sustainable develop-
ment through utilization of re-
newable hydro resources present 
in the region, and to generate 
employment opportunities, which 
will help in the development 
of the rural area. The ultimate 
objective is to achieve a reduc-
tion in CO2 emissions by 191,322 
tonnes* . The project is an exam-
ple of third party sale business 
model as the generated electrici-
ty was sold to a private company 
Inox Air Products Limited through 
a power purchase agreement

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Vajra and Chaskman are located 
in Thane and Pune districts of 
Maharashtra. The project site is 
located 6km downstream of Bhat-
sa dam. The plant installed on a 
natural river fall, which is 12.5m in 
height. The rated capacity of the 
plant is 3MW and the generation 
voltage is 11kV. The hydro turbine 
is Kaplan ‘S’ type. The generation 
voltage at the generator terminals 
is 11 kV, which is being stepped-
up to 100 kV at Vajra site and 33 
kV at Chaskman site to match the 
nearest substation voltage level.

The Chaskman Small Hydro Proj-

ect is located at Bibi Taluka Ra-
jgurunagar. The plant is installed 
above the main canal, which is 
part of the existing dam. The 
rated capacity of the plant is 3MW 
and the generation voltage is 11kV 

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project is 
to generate electricity through 
renewable resources thereby 
meeting the increasing energy 
demand and reducing the Green 
House Gas (GHG) emissions at the 
same time.

BENEFITS

Apart from the sustainable de-
velopment, the project has also 
initiated rural development by 
creating additional employment 
opportunities, and has added to 
the present capacity.

FUNDS

Equity capital was provided by 
the promoters, Srikant Somani 
& Associates and debt has been 
met from Bank of Maharashtra. 
 
*for more information on this 
project visit http://terienvis.nic.
in/ 
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5 KW biomass gasifier plant and biogas 
plant of 10 cu.m. capacity has been set up in 
the Park.

WATER PAVILION

Gravity causes water to flow downwards and 
this downward motion of water contains 
kinetic energy, which can be converted into 
mechanical energy, and then from mechan-
ical energy into electrical energy. Different 
working models of hydro power turbines op-
erating under different heads are displayed 
in the water pavilion. The water power 
exhibits, therefore, assume a significant role 
in the energy education park.

WIND ENERGY PAVILION

The exhibit displays different types of 
windmills both vertical and horizontal. All 
the windmills shall be operational through 
artificially created wind from a blower.

BUDGET AND CENTRAL FINANCIAL ASSIS!
TANCE:

Cost of developing an energy education 
park is about Rs. 3.5 crore. MNRE provides 
Central Financial

Assistance (CFA) up to Rs. 1 crore.
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CASE STUDY 3: RENEWABLE ENERGY PARK
H!"#$%#& P'#()*% E+)',- D).)&/0")+1 A,)+$- (HIMURJA) %#* "#() 
"#+- !+!1!#1!.)* 1/ )20&/!1 !1* ')+)3#4&) */5'$)* 1/ "))1 !1* )+)'-
,- ()"#+( #$'/** 1%) *1#1). T%) *1#1) #,)+$- %#* !"0&)")+1)( 13/ 
*1#1)-&).)& )+)',- 0#'6* 75+()( 4- 1%) M!+!*1'- /7 N)3 #+( R)-
+)3#4&) E+)',- (MNRE). E+)',- 0#'6* 0'/.!() # ")#+* 1/ &)#'+ #+( 
5+()'*1#+( ')+)3#4&) )+)',- #+( !1* #00&!$#1!/+ 4- (!*0&#-!+, 
3/'6!+, "/()&* /7 1%) .#'!/5* )+)',- ().!$)*.
The objective for setting up 
an energy park were to create 
awareness among public, stu-
dents, visitors and beneficiaries 
about the use of the renewable 
energy; demonstrate the work-
ing of the various renewable 
energy devices used for elec-
tricity generation; and to make 
an environment where children 
would learn while playing.

The salient features of the Ener-
gy Park(Source: MNRE 2013):

The two energy parks were set 
up at Dr. Y.S. Parmar University 
of Horticulture and Forestry, 
Solan, and at National Institute 
of Technology (NIT), Hamirpur.

The main features of the park 
are:

Children’s corner: Computer 
based solar and wind energy 
games are played in the park. 
The exhibits are based on pad-
dle power, walk and generate 
electricity through rolling drum, 
energy slip and power generat-
ing merry-go-round, to demon-
strate the phenomenon of 
conversion of mechanical energy 
into the electrical energy. Five 
solar powered cars and bicycles 
are also available in the park.

Solar Pavilion: A solar photo-
voltaic plant of 5KW capacity 
has been installed in the energy 
park to meet the power require-
ment of buildings and power 
requirement for the operation 
of the working models of renew-
able energy devices. The exhib-
its/devices such as different 
models of solar cookers, solar 
water heating system, solar 
lights, home lights, solar lan-
tern, solar drier and solar still 
etc. are displayed for providing 
awareness and use of different 
forms of solar energy in our day 
to day life.

Bio-energy pavilion: Biomass 
is one of the interesting and 
very promising technologies to 
substitute conventional energy 
source. Today due to rise of fuel 
prices and environmental issues, 
biomass has become an import-
ant source of renewable energy 
for securing sustainable energy 
and for tackling climate change. 
To make people understand 
the concepts of biomass fuel 
and energy, a working model of 
5KW biomass gasifier plant and 
biogas plant of 10 cu.m. capacity 
has been set up in the Park.
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CASE STUDY 4:
GRID CONNECTED ROOFTOP SOLAR PV

A !"#$ %&''(%)($ *&+," -.&)&/&+),#% *0*)(1 2*(* *&+," 1&$2+(* 
,* ).( -&3(" !('(",)#&' *&2"%(. T.( -&3(" -"&$2%($ #* 4($ #')& ,' 
#'/(")(", 3.#%. %.,'!(* ).( DC -&3(" &2)-2) &4 ).( *&+," ,"",0 
)& AC -&3(" %&1-,)#5+( 3#). ).( *),'$,"$ I'$#,' -&3(" !"#$.

Technical designing of these 
systems allow any onsite load 
to be powered by a combina-
tion of power generated by the 
PV system, and power drawn 
from the grid. In a bid to reduce 
energy consumption and to 
minimize carbon foot, IIM Luc-
know planned to install rooftop 
solar photovoltaic systems in its 
campus in Lucknow.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

IIM Lucknow campus has an 
average load demand of 1165 
kVA with minimum demand of 
708 kVA during November to 1533 
kVA during the month of June. 
Maximum energy is consumed 
during the summer months and 
energy consumption during 
November is the lowest due to 
non-requirement of cooling and 
heating load. There is a con-
siderable matching between 
the peak energy demand in the 
campus and peak energy gen-
eration from solar power plant. 
In a sunny day, the solar power 
plant starts generating effective 
power from 9 am (summer) and 
delivers the same till 3 pm. This 
period coincides with greater 
part of working hours of the 

institute.

The total installed capacity of 
the system is 400kWp. Estimat-
ed energy generation from the 
plant is 5,89,386kWh per year.

The PV arrays installed in the 
rooftop will produce DC power 
and the same will be converted 
into 3-phase AC power using 
inverters. The inverters will be 
equipped with Maximum Power 
Point Trackers (MPPTs) to en-
hance solar power and will have 
a control system to synchronize 
with the grid power and safety 
system for connect disconnect 
when required. The system 
will have a web based remote 
monitoring and display system 
through which the day-to-day 
power generation and perfor-
mance status of the system can 
be monitored remotely. A sep-
arate energy meter to measure 
and monitor energy generation 
from PV system shall be in-
stalled at the main distribution 
panel in the substation where 
inverter power will be injected.
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BENEFIT

ࢱŒǇǇȴɫƌŒŷȋƟࢱࡪƁȋƟŒȣࢱʉȴࢱ�ƁƁƟɻɻࢱࡦ
and reliable lighting

ˈɠɫȴƌʞƁʉǩʻǩʉࢱxȣƁɫƟŒɻƟƌࢱࡦ

ࢱŷƟʉʉƟɫࢱࢱüĨࢱŒȣƌࢱŒȣɻ`ࢱʉȴࢱ�ƁƁƟɻɻࢱࡦ
life style

ࢱȅƟɫȴɻƟȣƟࢱŒȣƌࢱƌǩƟɻƟȋࢱðŒʻƟɻࢱࡦ
fuels costs

ࢱǩɻࢱˈƟȋƟƁʉɫǩƁǩʉࢱȴǇࢱˈ�ʻŒǩȋŒŷǩȋǩʉࢱࡦ
24x7 – flexibility to pursue any 
activity

ࢱŷƟǩȣǊࢱǩɻࢱʿǞŒʉࢱǇȴɫࢱˈȴȣȋࢱßŒˈǩȣǊࢱࡦ
consumed

ࢱƌǩɻɠȴɻŒŷȋƟࢱʉǞƟǩɫࢱǩȣࢱxȣƁɫƟŒɻƟࢱࡦ
income through fuel costs 
savings

ࢱƌƟʻƟȋȴɠȝƟȣʉࢱƟƁȴȣȴȝǩƁࢱ�ȴƁŒȋࢱࡦ
and growth

ࢱŒȣƌࢱɫƟɠŒǩɫࢱȴȣࢱȋȴƁŒȋࢱȴǇࢱüɫŒǩȣǩȣǊࢱࡦ
maintenance – skill develop-
ment
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CASE STUDY 5: MLINDA MINI GRID
MLINDA !" #$ %$&!'($)%$* +(,$-#*!($, .('/!$0 ($ # )%*1(-(2-
(03 (+ '%&%'"!$0 %$&!'($)%$*#2 -%0'#-#*!($. I* "%%/" *( !$"4!'% 
5,"*(-!#$"1!4 +(' *1% %$&!'($)%$* !$ ('-%' *( %$#62% 4%(42% *( 
'%5(0$!7% *1% !)42!5#*!($" (+ *1%!' #5*!($" #$- *( #5* *( 4'(*%5* 
#$- 1%24 '%0%$%'#*% .('2-. M2!$-# -%&%2(4" +!$#$5!#223 ","*#!$-
#62%, "(5!#223 '%"4($"!62% #$- %$&!'($)%$*-+'!%$-23 )#'/%* 6#"%- 
!$!*!#*!&%".

The flagship project of Mlinda is 
the Solar Electrification Project. 
Till date, Mlinda has commissioned 
around 310 pico and micro grids 
(ranging from 150Wp to 8kWp) with 
an installed base of 92kWp in West 
Bengal and Jharkhand. Mlinda 
commenced Jharkhand operations 
in December 2014. In July 2016, 
Mlinda has commissioned 4 So-
lar Photovoltaic based mini grid 
power plants in Gumla district, 
Jharkhand with an installed base 
of 93.6kWp. Another set of 5 mini 
grids will be commissioned by 
March 2017.

ABOUT THE PROJECT*

Mlinda has completed commis-
sioning of 4 mini-grid solar power 
plants, in July 2016, in the follow-
ing four villages in Gumla district 
of Jharkhand.

1. Narotoli 23.4 KWp

2. Sahitoli 23.4 KWp

3. Pasanga 24.3 KWp

4. Arangtoli 22.5 KWp

The total installed capacity of the 
4 mini-grid solar power plants is 
93.6 kWp, for 254 tribalhouseholds 
with population size of 1524.

The following segments are being 
catered through the mini-grid:

Domestic: Power for lighting is be-
ing provided in the houses during 
evening and early morning hours 
before sunrise. 3 LED lights of 5W 
each have been provided to each 
of the households besides mobile 
phone charging points. Aspiration-
al loads in the houses like fans, 
TVs are also being powered from 
the grid.

Productive (Agriculture): Machines 
like irrigation pumps of 1.5HP and 
5HP are being powered from the 
mini grid. Electric rice hullers of 
7.5HP are powered in the village 
through the mini grid during day-
time. Mlinda also finances energy 
efficient productive devices for the 
farmers.

Micro-businesses: Mlinda is work-
ing with the Women Self Help 
Groups (WSHGs) to incubate micro 
entrepreneurship models in the 
village centered round the village 
huller, which again will be powered 
through the mini-grid solar power 
plants. 
 
* https://www.ruralelec.org/proj-

ect-case-studies/mlinda-solar-mini-grids-

grid-rural-markets-india

http://e4sv.org/mlindas-pico-grids-india-find-

ing-right-price-villagers/
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CASE STUDY 6: 
MILLION SOLAR URJA LAMP PROGRAMME

A !"#$% &'()%# *+ ,*'-%,*!.- /& I&./" -0/!! '-% 1%#*-%&% !"(2- 
"- " -*'#3% *+ !/$,0. S0'.%&0- 4,* 4"&0 0* -0'.5 .'#/&$ %6%&/&$ 
,*'#- "#% 0,% (*-0 "++%30%. .'% 0* '&#%!/")!% -'22!5 *+ %!%30#/3-
/05 "&. !"31 *+ "33%-- 0* "!0%#&"0% -*'#3% *+ %!%30#/3/05. T,% !'7 
!%6%! #%8'/#%. +*# " #%"./&$ "#%" /- ")*'0 150. A 0.5W LED 2#*6/.%- 
250!'7 *+ !/$,0. A -*!"# !"(2 4/0, LED !/$,0 3"& 2#*6/.% 150 !'7 
*+ !/$,0 "0 0,% 0")!% /& !*4 /&0%&-/05 "&. 250 !'7 *+ !/$,0 /& ,/$, 
/&0%&-/05.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

The IIT Bombay has initiated 
the programme “Million Solar 
Urja Lamp Programme (SoUL) to 
provide 1 million (10 Lakhs) solar 
lamps in rural areas through 
block saturation model in a 
time bound manner. IIT Bombay 
worked as the central coordinat-
ing agency in partnership with 
various NGOs. The assembly 
and distribution centre is es-
tablished at the NGO premises. 
Each centre serves one to three 
blocks. The locals are hired from 
the village and are trained by IIT 
Bombay to test and assemble 
lamps and then distribute to 
the beneficiaries. The testing of 
the assembled lamps is done to 
ensure the quality of the lamps. 
The lamps are sold at the subsi-
dized price of Rs. 120 to students 
through their schools. SoUL 
repair centers are also located 
within 10 km from the village.

SOURCE OF FUNDING

The total cost of the lamp is 
Rs.500, and the student gets it 
at subsidized price of Rs.120. The 
total funds for this project are 
shared among three partners. 
36 per cent comes from Nation-
al Clean Energy Funds (NCEP), 
Ministry of New and Renewable 
Energy (MNRE), Govt. of India; 
40 per cent from State govern-
ments, Trusts, CSR and individu-
als; and 24% comes directly from 
the student beneficiaries.

BENEFITS

ࢱŒʉʉƟȣƌŒȣƁƟࢱǩȣࢱxȝɠɫȴʻƟȝƟȣʉࢱࡦ
and performance of students

-ƁȴȣࢱȅƟɫȴɻƟȣƟࢱǩȣࢱæƟƌʞƁʉǩȴȣࢱࡦ
sumption

ࢱȋǩǊǞʉǩȣǊࢱȴȣࢱƟˇɠƟȣɻƟࢱˈ�ȴȣʉǞȋࢱࡦ
have reduced

ǊƟȣƟɫŒʉǩȴȣࢱDȝɠȋȴˈȝƟȣʉࢱࡦ

-ɻʞɻࢱƟȣɻʞɫƟࢱȋŒȝɠɻࢱȴǇࢱðƟȋȋǩȣǊࢱࡦ
tainable development and sense 
of ownership

For more info: http://www.mil-
lionsoul.iitb.ac.in/
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SALIENT FEATURES OF THE SYS!
TEM:

ࢱɻˈɻʉƟȝࢱɠʞȝɠǩȣǊࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
supply water without using elec-
tricity

-ɻˈɻࢱɠʞȝɠǩȣǊࢱɻȴȋŒɫࢱȴǇࢱȋǩǇƟࢱ�ȴȣǊࢱࡦ
tem 20 – 25 years

ࢱˈŷࢱʉȴǩȋƟɻࢱȴǇࢱƁȋƟŒȣȋǩȣƟɻɻࢱDȣɻʞɫƟɻࢱࡦ
supplying running water

ࢱɻˈɻʉƟȝࢱǞƟŒʉǩȣǊࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
provides hot water (60 - 70oC) 
for cooking

ࢱɻŒʻƟɻࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱȴǇࢱßɫƟǞƟŒʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
cooking fuel and cooking time

ࢱʿŒʉƟɫࢱƌɫǩȣȅǩȣǊࢱɻŒǇƟɫࢱŒȣƌࢱßʞɫƟࢱࡦ
keeps water born disease away

-ƟȋƟƁࢱƟɧʞǩʻŒȋƟȣʉࢱȴǇࢱȅīǞࠂࠀࢱðŒʻƟࢱࡦ
tricity per day for 220 days per 
year

ࢱʉǞŒȣࢱȝȴɫƟࢱɻŒʻǩȣǊɻࢱˈ�ȴȣƟʉŒɫࢱࡦ
Rs.40,000.00 per year

ࢱʉǞŒȣࢱȝȴɫƟࢱɻŒʻǩȣǊɻࢱˈ�ȴȣƟʉŒɫࢱࡦ
Rs.40,000.00 per year (from 
100LPD solar water heater and 
1kW solar pump)

-ǊɫƟƟȣࢱȴǇࢱʉȴȣȣƟɻࢱࠃࢱæƟƌʞƁƟƌࢱࡦ
house gases emission

TECHNOLOGY

The solar powered water system 
in the school consisted of three 
different facilities. A solar water 
pumping system to lift water 
from the ground level to an 
overhead tank during the day-
time. The capacity of the pump 
was sufficient to lift adequate 
water required for the school for 
all purposes.

A Reverse Osmosis (RO) Water 

Purifier System powered by solar 
photovoltaic system with a bat-
tery and inverter system, which 
will work during the day time as 
well as night time. The capacity 
of the system is 15 - 20 litres 
of purified water per hour with 
a storage facility for purified 
water. The system draws water 
from the overhead tank where 
water is pumped through the 
solar water pumping system.

A Solar Water Heating System to 
heat water up to 60 - 70oC and 
stores hot water in an insulated 
storage tank with a capacity of 
200 liters. This system does not 
require any electrical energy 
and works on thermo-syphon 
based technology and water to 
the system is supplied from the 
overhead water tank.

BUDGET

Cost for implementing a solar 
powered water project will be 
based on system design as per 
site requirement. Budget for a 
typical site may vary from Rs.15 
- Rs.20 lakh. The major cost 
components for implementing 
such projects are given below. 
Specifications and cost may vary 
based on site condition, system 
requirement and design.
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CASE STUDY 7: SOLAR-POWERED WATER 
SYSTEM AT SCHOOLS,

L!"# $% !""&'' ($ )$*&+, &,&+-. '&+/0"&' 0' ! '&+0$1' 20,*+!,"& 
($ &"$,$)0" !,* '$"0!3 *&/&3$4)&,(.A 3!+-& ,1)5&+ $% '"2$$3' 
0, A''!) !+& &0(2&+ ,$( "$,,&"(&* ($ -+0* $+ *$ ,$( 2!/& +&30!53& 
&3&"(+0"0(. '1443., 4+0)!+03. 0, +1+!3 !,* '15-1+5!, !+&!'. P+$-
/0*0,- !""&'' ($ )$*&+, &,&+-. '&+/0"&' ($ (2$'& '"2$$3' 6033 
0)4+$/& 71!30(. $% '"2$$3 0,%+!'(+1"(1+& !,* 0)4+$/& '!,0(!(0$,, 
"3&!,30,&'' !,* 2&!3(2 $% (2& "203*+&, !,* '(!%% $% (2& '"2$$3.

The objective was to demon-
strate the use of renewable 
energy resources to provide safe 
and reliable drinking water to 
the school children, provide run-
ning water in the toilets, and to 
provide hot water for cooking to 
reduce the fuel cost.  Establish-
ing a solar powered water sup-
ply system in the schools would 
generate awareness among the 
students, teachers and parents’ 
communities on the issues of 
global warming.  This would also 
ensure the attendance of girl 
students in the schools after 
water is made available in the 
toilets. 

ABOUT THE PROJECT

A pilot project in two schools in 
the Jorhat district of Assam has 
been implemented to demon-
strate the technology and ben-
efits to the children, so that the 
same can be replicated in other 
schools where necessary. 

The schools identified to imple-
ment the pilot project in Jorhat 
District, Assam were:

ࢱŒɻǩƁ#ࢱ�ʞȣǩȴɫࢱcȴʻʉࢱ�ƟȋŒȝŒʉǩࢱࡦ
School, Potia Gaon, Titabar

ࢱࡪĨǩƌˈŒɠǩʉǞࢱðŒȣȅŒɫࢱðɫǩȝŒȣʉŒࢱࡦ
Bibijan, Titabar

The solar powered water sys-
tems in the schools will provide 
safe and reliable drinking wa-
ter to 800 school children and 
teaching staff, provide running 
water to toilet and save LPG and 
fire wood by providing hot water 
for cooking of mid-day meal. 
Apart from direct monetary ben-
efit, the utmost benefit from the 
system will be facilitating better 
health and hygienic environment 
for school children and provide 
safe drinking water. Through 
demonstration of solar system, 
students will be aware and 
educated on the solar energy 
system.

Source: Dcouments from school 
and site visits
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CASE STUDY 8:
 SOLAR STEAM GENERATING SYSTEM

B!"#$" K%$"!&' W(!)* S+&!&,%") U-&./!'&,0 &' " '+&!&,%") (!1"-&-
2",&(- '+!/"* "3!('' I-*&" "-* $"-0 3(%-,!&/' "!(%-* ,#/ 4(!)*. 
T#/ &-',&,%,&(- #"' '/, %+ "- /*%3",&(-") "-* ,!"&-&-1 3"$+%' 
-"$/* O$ S#"-,& R/,!/", C/-,!/ (ORC) &- G%!1"(-, H"!0"-".

ABOUT THE PROJECT

The campus had a solar and diesel 
hybrid (conventional diesel fired 
boiler) system for cooking. The 
system comprises 28 parabolic 
concentrators installed in two 
separate modules of 7 pairs each 
and is reflecting sunlight on a total 
of 14 receivers. The system is de-
signed to cater for 600 meals per 
day. The organization has dedicat-
ed trained personnel for the main-
tenance of solar cooking system, 
who takes care of the cleaning of 
dish, painting of the receiver and 
repairing of the insulation of the 
piping etc. The Scheffler dishes 
are being cleaned twice in a month 
and receiver is painted black once 
in a month to increase the absorp-
tivity of the receiver. Damaged 
glasses of dishes are required to 
be replaced as and when required.

PROJECT FEATURES*:

The total cost of the lamp is 
Rs.500, and the student gets it 
at subsidized price of Rs.120. The 
total funds for this project are 
shared among three partners. 
36 per cent comes from National 
Clean Energy Funds (NCEP), Minis-
try of New and Renewable Energy 
(MNRE), Govt. of India; 40 per cent 
from State governments, Trusts, 

CSR and individuals; and 24% 
comes directly from the student 
beneficiaries.

BENEFITS

ࢱŒȣƌࢱŒʉʉƟȣƌŒȣƁƟࢱǩȣࢱxȝɠɫȴʻƟȝƟȣʉࢱࡦ
performance of students

-ƁȴȣɻʞȝɠࢱȅƟɫȴɻƟȣƟࢱǩȣࢱæƟƌʞƁʉǩȴȣࢱࡦ
tion

ࢱǞŒʻƟࢱȋǩǊǞʉǩȣǊࢱȴȣࢱƟˇɠƟȣɻƟࢱˈ�ȴȣʉǞȋࢱࡦ
reduced

ǊƟȣƟɫŒʉǩȴȣࢱDȝɠȋȴˈȝƟȣʉࢱࡦ

-ɻʞɻʉŒǩȣࢱƟȣɻʞɫƟࢱȋŒȝɠɻࢱȴǇࢱðƟȋȋǩȣǊࢱࡦ
able development and sense of 
ownership

INDICATIVE COST: The total cost 
of the system is Rs.16 lakhs. The 
estimated fuel savings is around 
53 litres of diesel per day. The es-
timated cost savings is Rs.5.6 lakh 
per year

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT: MNRE 
in collaboration with UNDP-GEF 
provides financial assistance for 
concentrated solar thermal heat 
projects. In this project, a subsidy 
of Rs.8 lakh was granted to the 
centre by MNRE.
* http://www.cshindia.in/images/Cooking/
BramhaKumarisGurgaon.pdf

http://vignette3.wikia.nocookie.net/sol-
arcooking/images/0/04/A_new_turn_to-
ward_solar_cooking.pdf/revision/lat-
est?cb=20140627232529
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Capacity 28 Scheffler dishes with an 
aggregate collector area of 266 m2

Technology Scheffler Concentrating dish 
Tracking 
system

Two Axis Tracking System

Steam 
generation

1500 kg/day at 12 bar pressure

Receiver 
temperatur
e

700 °C

No. of meals 
per day

600

Technology 
Supplier

Gadhia Solar Energy Systems Pvt. 
Ltd.

Baseline 
fuel

Diesel
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CASE STUDY 9: SCHEFFLER DISH FOR COOLING
M!"#$%&! & M!"#$%&! '(&#)*' (+ !,"#*)* ("* '(!(-' +. ! ,!&/+$ 
$*-(&!0 ,+12!$3. T"*3 "!% !0&*!%3 #$'(!00*% ARUN %#'" !( +$* .!-
,#0#(3, 4"#," "!% &*'-0(*% #$ '-/'(!$(#!0 '!)#$5'. T"* 1!$!5*1*$( 
"!% ("*$ %*,#%*% .&+1 ("*#& 2&*)#+-' *62*&#*$,* (+ #$'(!00 '+0!& 
("*&1!0 /!'*% ,++0#$5 '+0-(#+$, 4"#," 4#00 "*02 ("*1 &*%-,* LPG 
!$% *0*,(&#,#(3 ,+'('. 70 '#$50* !6#' (&!,7*% S,"*..0*& %#'"*' 4*&* 
#$'(!00*% (+ '-2203 2&*''-&#8*% "+( 4!(*& !( 100°C (+ ("* LPG 
2+&#8*& '3'(*1 (+ /* -(#0#8*% (+ 5!'#.3 LPG 4"#," #' .*% (+ ("* .!,-
(+&3; !$% (+ '-2203 2&*''-&#8*% "+( 4!(*& !( 150°C .*% (+ ! %+-/0* 
*..*,( VAM 1!,"#$*.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

70 Scheffler dishes have been 
installed from Thermax Ltd. for 
cooling and process heat re-
quirements. These dishes are 
connected in a series and a par-
allel combination. This assem-
bly of 70 dishes is utilised for 
a cooling solution in the paint 
shop and in LPG vapourisers for 
process requirements. These are 
installed in the open space near 
the utility section to minimise 
thermal losses. The system is 
capable of delivering tempera-
tures up to 150°C.

Indicative Cost:

The total project cost is 
Rs.2.1crore. The payback peri-
od was 3.7 years, and the fuel 
savings are around 50 tones per 
annum.

Government Support:

MNRE in collaboration with UN-
DP-GEF provides financial as-
sistance for concentrated solar 
thermal heat projects. MNRE 
subsidy on single axis tracked 
Scheffler dish is Rs.5400 per 
square meter. The total subsidy 
on 1120 m9 is Rs.60.48 lakh.
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CASE STUDY 10: BIOGAS SYSTEM AT 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE

T!" A#$%&%'()*(%+" T)*%&%&, I&'(%(-(" (ATI), K*)&*(*.* %' '%(-*("# 
*( (!" /00(!%11' 0/ C!*$-&#% H%11'. T!" 2*$3-' 2*&(""& 3)0+%#"' 
4)"*./*'(, 1-&2! *&# #%&&") /0) (!" 0//%2")' *&# 0(!") '(*// 0/ 
ATI. T!" 2*&(""& ,"&")*("' *)0-&# 100 ., 0/ /00# 5*'(" "+")6 #*6 
20$3)%'%&, #%//")"&( $*(")%*1', '-2! *', )%2" '(*)2!, 5*'! 5*(") 0/ 
)%2", -'"# ("* 305"), 20//"" 305#"), 5*'(" /10-), 1"/( 0-( 200."# 
/00#, 0+") )%3"& /)-%(', +","(*41" 5*'(", 5*'(" "#%41" 0%1 *&# 0(!-
") 200."# 5*'(" /)0$ .%(2!"&.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

A biogas plant was installed 
using bio-waste in the campus 
in 2010. The plant is fed with 
a feedstock of 100 kg per day 
to produce about 6 m3 of bio-
gas. Before feeding the waste 
in to the digester, the waste 
is crushed with a crusher and 
mixed up with water and fed in 
to the digester where anaerobic 
digestion takes place and biogas 
is generated. Biogas generated 
is used in a stove burner for 
cooking. The slurry is removed 
from the digester and is used as 
manure.

BENEFITS

-ƁȴȝȝƟɫࢱࠃࠁࢱŒŷȴʞʉࢱɻŒʻǩȣǊࢱǩɻࢱ�üxࢱࡦ
cial LPG cylinders - 19 kg, which 
would cost Rs.55,000 per year

ࢱȅǊ߽߾ࢱǊƟȣƟɫŒʉƟɻࢱŒȋɻȴࢱɠȋŒȣʉࢱüǞƟࢱࡦ
of organic manure daily, which is 
being used in the garden of the 
campus.

-ǩȣɻʉǩࢱʉǞƟࢱࡪȝŒȣʞɫƟࢱʉǞǩɻࢱʞɻǩȣǊࢱˈ#ࢱࡦ
tute is saving Rs.10,000 annually

ࢱʿŒɻࢱƁȴɻʉࢱɠɫȴǽƟƁʉࢱʉȴʉŒȋࢱüǞƟࢱࡦ
Rs.3.9 lakhs.

-ŷǩȴࢱʉǞƟࢱǇȴɫࢱɠƟɫǩȴƌࢱɠŒˈŷŒƁȅࢱüǞƟࢱࡦ
gas plant is about 6 years.

Government Support:

MNRE provides 50% 
capital subsidy as Cen-
tral Finance Assistance 
(CFA) under Biogas 
based distributed/
Grid Power Generation 
Programme.

Application Biogas Plant
Capacity 6m3, 100 kg waste per day 
Technology Anaerobic digestion (BARC)
Purpose Utilise the kitchen waste from Canteen

Technology 
supplier

The Centre for Renewable Energy and 
Sustainable Technology, National 
Institute of Engineering, Mysore

Baseline fuel LPG
Maintenance In-house trained staff
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This chapter will discuss the approach and 
requirements for successful planning and im-
plementation of renewable energy efficiency 
programs at the local government level. An 
illustrative pyramid to develop a renewable 
energy implementation strategy is shown 
below to define the five components of a 
strategic planning process required for suc-
cessful renewable energy planning and imple-
mentation. Each level of the pyramid is built 
upon the layer below, defining a framework 
for planning, budgeting and implementa-
tion, which helps achieve the defined vision. 
 
VISION & MISSION

It is essential to envision a midterm and long-
term future with defined purpose and benefit 
to citizens and society.

OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

During the planning process, policy makers 
have to take a decision on renewable goals 
that need to be achieved at district, city or 
panchayat level. Defining goals and strategies 
will guide target setting and implementation, 
however, the situation needs to be analysed 
with existing data and potential scenarios 
at the local level to set final objectives and 
goals. Some of the objectives and goals could 
be:

-ƟȣƟɫࢱɫƟȋǩŒŷȋƟࢱŒȣƌࢱƁȋƟŒȣࢱʉȴࢱŒƁƁƟɻɻࢱßɫȴʻǩƌǩȣǊࢱࡦ
gy

ࢱŒȣƌࢱƁȴȝȝʞȣǩƁŒʉǩȴȣࢱࡪƟƌʞƁŒʉǩȴȣࢱǇȴɫࢱðʞɠɠȴɫʉࢱࡦ
better health and safety 

-ɠɫȴࢱŒȣƌࢱˈɠɫȴƌʞƁʉǩʻǩʉࢱǩȣƌʞɻʉɫǩŒȋࢱðʞɠɠȴɫʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
cess through reliable energy supply

-ƟȣʉƟɫࢱȝǩƁɫȴࢱŒȣƌࢱƁɫŒǇʉɻȝŒȣࢱȋȴƁŒȋࢱðʞɠɠȴɫʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
prises



GuIDELINEs FOR  
ImpLEmENTATION OF  
RE & EE pROGRAms

SOURCING FUND & IMPLEMENTATION
Identify source of funding &
implementation

PREPARING A MASTER PLAN
Methodology adopted, tangible mile-
stonesand set required budget

OBJECTIVES & GOALS
Accomplishments aimed for within 
the Vision and Mission framework

VISION & MISSION
Envisioned mid & long term future, 
defined purpose and eventual value
and benefit to the citizens and the
society.

ࢱŒȣƌࢱƟȝɠȋȴˈȝƟȣʉࢱxȣƁɫƟŒɻǩȣǊࢱࡦ
livelihood

-ɠȴȋȋʞࢱŒǩɫࢱǩȣƌȴȴɫࢱ�ǩʉǩǊŒʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
tion

-ƁǞǩȋࢱŒȣƌࢱʿȴȝƟȣࢱȴǇࢱīƟȋǇŒɫƟࢱࡦ
dren 

-ƟȝɠȴʿࢱɻȴƁǩŒȋࢱŒȣƌࢱīȴȝƟȣࢱࡦ
erment 

Once objectives and goals are 
set, the next step is to pre-
pare an action plan or road 

map for systematic imple-
mentation of techno eco-
nomically feasible renewable 
energy program in the district 
or locality. The renewable 
energy strategy and action 
plan should also ensure the 
development of a self-sus-
tainable market for renewable 
energy products in the plan-
tation area and participation 
of stakeholders from different 

sectors. The steps to prepare 
a renewable energy plan have 
been outlined below. Besides 
the steps, a set of detailed 
guidelines to prepare such a 
plan has also been presented 
in this chapter.
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implementation of Renewable Energy (RE) and 
Energy Efficiency (EE) programs and projects 
at local level can contribute substantially 
towards clean energy access, job creation, 
overall development and welfare of a region, 
district, urban or rural area (village). District 
authority, municipality and Panchayat can 
take a range of initiatives and adopt byelaws 
for using renewable energy and implement 
energy efficiency measures.

ThE pROCEss
The process of developing a “Renewable 
Energy Plan” requires first and foremost the 
contextual setting of the location, sectoral 
energy demand and load characteristics 
assessment followed by renewable energy 
resource assessment, leading to the identifi-
cation of techno economically viable renew-
able energy projects and systems for different 
sectors. Identification of appropriate policy 
frameworks and business models is essential 
for successful implementation and sustain-
ability of renewable energy projects. It is also 
recommended that local governments adopt/ 
modify local bylaws and regulations to pro-
mote and make renewable energy projects 
financially attractive.

The aim of preparing a master plan is to use 
different renewable energy technologies that 
are relevant and techno economically feasible 
to support developmental activities in the 
area under consideration. The master plan 
should provide analysis of availability and 
intensity of renewable energy resources like 
solar, wind, hydro, biomass, biogas and waste 
in the district and subsequently it delineates 

the viable renewable energy technology inter-
ventions for the area. Different technology op-
tions should be presented based on economic 
assessment and financial viability to meet 
required demand in different sectors.

Renewable energy interventions must be pre-
sented for residential, commercial, institution-
al, industrial, government and private sector 
in the master plan. Each proposed inter-
vention should indicate technology options, 
potential for the district, target capacity, total 
estimated cost, estimated energy generation/ 
savings and greenhouse gas emission reduc-
tion from each strategy.

CONTExTuAL sETTING
The renewable energy plan for the area un-
der consideration can be developed after 
an in-depth study of the contextual setting. 
This initial step is vital to make sure that a 
concrete set of assumptions is developed for 
the strategy and the validity of the plan in 
the context of regional, state-wise and Indian 
national obligations is ensured.

pREpARING A mAsTER pLAN
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01
Contextual 
Setting

09
SWOT 
Analysis

Implementa-
tion Roadmap 

& Budget

02
Sector Wise 
Energy
Scenario

03
Identify Potential 
RE Resources

04
Identify 
Viable RE & 
EE Options

05

06

Cost & Life 
Cycle 

Analysis

07

Yearwise 
physical 
target & 

budget

08 Benefits

Energy supply 
(present, growth, 

exprected),Summa-
ry of electrical load 

and anticipated 
growth

Sector-wise 
potential custom-

ers, energy use and 
RE & EE technology 

options

Example of Sector 
wise Renewable 
Energy Systems/ 

Projects, Example of 
sharing budget by 

source of fund

Assessing Socio-eco-
nomic Benefits and 

Environmental 
Benefits

Business model  
and project imple-
mentation matrix, 
Sourcing Funding, 
Renewable Energy 

pilot projects

Components of 
SWOT, SWOT 

Sample

Location& Geography, 
Inistitutional Infrastruc-

ture, Administrative 
Division,Demography, 

Socio Economic
conditions, electricity 
consumption, literacy 

rate, sector wise trained 
persons, working popu-

lation

To determine options 
that provide the best 
approach to achieve 
benefits while pre-

serving savings. 
Example for a

20kWp solar pv roof-
top system given

Different renew-
ables assessment 
and potential in 
the area studied

Onsequam evel erunt re nobis ut que
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sTATIsTICs OF ThE 
AREA

Energy economists believe that the rate of 
energy consumption and energy efficiency 
is directly linked to the economic growth of 
the nation. The pace and growth of the de-
velopment of India has led to increase in the 
demand of energy and resources. Any RE plan 
that needs to be developed should be based 
on primary data collected from authentic 
sources, site visits, interaction with local pop-
ulation and discussion with different stake-
holders.

The statistics of the area should include cer-
tain parameters as listed below:

1. LOCATION AND GEOGrApHy

Location parameters include its latitude, 
longitude and bordering states/regions. 
Geography should include the area covered, 
temperature variation, annual precipitation, 
terrain, soil quality and availability of water 
sources (river, lakes, ground water).

2. ADmINISTrATIvE AND INSTITUTIONAL 
INFrASTrUCTUrE

Administrative buildings are the organizations 
that administer the conduct of the affairs of 
the overnment. These should also include 
Police Stations and Fire Stations.

3. DEmOGrApHy

This refers to the total population and house-
holds of the area under consideration. Popu-
lation bifurcation should be based on gender 
and sector.

CHALLENGES IN ArEA

Certain challenges in the area directly impact 
the feasibility of the RE plan proposed. For ex-
ample, the availability of skilled labour in the 
local area would greatly help in cost cutting 
when supplanting generic energy sources such 
as fuel and coal, with renewable ones such as 
solar or wind.

General challenges in the area include:

1. SOCIO-ECONOmIC CONDITIONS OF 
THE LOCATION

The present socio-economic condition should 
be considered. This should include the per 
capita. income, rate of growth of economy, 
primary and secondary sources of income and 
percentage below poverty. For example, 70% 
of the population in Balangir district of Odis-
ha depends on agriculture (primary). Tourism 
industry of Balangir also contributes to the 
districts economy (secondary).

2. ENErGy SCArCITy/SHOrTAGE

Based on the information gathered from 
surveys, the energy supply scenario should 
be tabulated. The main sources of energy are 
electricity, petrol, diesel LPG, CNG and kero-
sene.

3. INFrASTrUCTUrAL DEvELOpmENT

This should include the shortage and the fu-
ture requirements of infrastructural facilities 
for schools, hospitals, transportation, public 
toilets/bathrooms, etc.
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4. LAND AvAILAbILITy

Availability of land plays 
a crucial role for renew-
able energy generation. 
The most used source 
of renewable energy, i.e. 
Solar photovoltaic re-
quires large area of land 
to generate electricity.

5. EDUCATION AND 
EmpLOymENT

From the surveys con-
ducted and census re-
ports, the total number 
of schools, colleges, stu-
dents, literacy rate, em-
ployment sectors, skilled 
labour, etc. should be 
tabulated

Kindly refer to the Appendix or  
log on to retoolkit.in for a de-

tailed template
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bAsELINE ENERGY 
sCENARIO AssEssmENT

Types of energy, energy demand profile and 
load characteristics are unique for different 
categories of energy users. The first step in 
developing a renewable energy plan & strate-
gy in a district, region or locality is to under-
stand energy demand and load characteristics 
in different energy consumers and users in 
the particular area. Energy consumers in a city 
can be divided into different sectors such as:

ðƟƁʉȴɫࢱæƟɻǩƌƟȣʉǩŒȋࢱࡦ

ðƟƁʉȴɫࢱxȣɻʉǩʉʞʉǩȴȣŒȋࢱȴȝȝƟɫƁǩŒȋॹ+ࢱࡦ

ðƟƁʉȴɫࢱxȣƌʞɻʉɫǩŒȋࢱࡦ

ðƟƁʉȴɫࢱüɫŒȣɻɠȴɫʉࢱࡦ

ðƟƁʉȴɫࢱcȴʻƟɫȣȝƟȣʉࢱˈǩʉ+ࢱ�ʞȣǩƁǩɠŒȋࢱࡦ

In order to develop a sector-wise energy 
consumption and energy supply matrix, 
data on energy mix in consumption should 
be collected from residential, commercial & 
institutional, industrial and municipal sectors 
as applicable to the area of planning. Based 
on current energy demand and other growth 
plans prepared for the area, growth rate in 
energy demand for different sectors should 
be estimated for coming 5-10 years. Based on 
specific energy needs and demand, renewable 
energy options specific to each category can 
be identified and prioritized within each cate-
gory. Moreover, energy consumption patterns 
in the identified sectors can be further differ-
entiated on the basis of the sectoral activities 
and their energy requirements.

Kindly refer to the Appendix or  
log on to retoolkit.in for a detailed template
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1. rESIDENTIAL SECTOr

Residential sector includes households and 
housing complexes. All activities that pertain 
to the use of household fuels and electricity 
should be accounted here. The energy con-
sumption dynamics in residential sector vary 
with the standard of living in different areas.

2. COmmErCIAL & INSTITUTIONAL SEC-
TOr

Presence of commercial and institutional 
sector may consume a substantial portion of 
energy within a district. Commercial sector 
stakeholders include all offices, shops, shop-
ping centres, multiplexes, hotels, restaurant, 
advertisement billboards etc. Institutional 
buildings include hospitals, schools, colleges, 
hostels, jails, government offices etc.

3. INDUSTrIAL SECTOr

The industrial sector includes all types of 
industries in the city. The fuel and electricity 
consumption by industrial establishments 
significantly impact the energy demand of a 
district and should be accounted for. Some in-
dustries like pulp and paper mills, steel mills, 
glass and ceramics are particularly energy in-
tensive and significantly raise the cumulative 
energy consumption of a city.

4. TrANSpOrT SECTOr

Energy consumption in the form of trans-
port fuels that enable the mobility of people, 
goods and services within and through the 
city should be accounted here. Accounting for 
the energy consumption in this sector entails 
gathering information about the number and 
type of vehicles in the district and the fuels 
being used.

5. LOCAL GOvErNmENT SECTOr

Municipalities, Town Committees and Pancha-
yats come under local government sectors. 
Activities within the local government ad-
ministered area including provision of water 
and waste management services, street and 
general illumination, etc. require energy in 
the form of electricity and transport fuels 
besides powering government buildings and 
equipment. Energy consumption data should 
be collected for municipal services such as 
water pumping, street lighting, public utilities, 
bus shelters, sports complexes, parks, sewage 
treatment etc.
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IDENTIFY pOTENTIAL 
RENEWAbLE ENERGY 
REsOuRCEs

Feasibility of Renewable Energy project de-
pends on the availability of such resources 
and harnessing them in a techno economi-
cally feasible way. Since renewable energy 
resources are area specific, it is essential to 
make a proper assessment of availability and 
adequacy of such resources in the project 
area to determine techno-economic feasibility 
of different technology options and identify 
most viable options. Approaches for different 
renewable resource assessment are briefly 
described in the following paragraphs.

SOLAr ENErGy rESOUrCE

It is important to assess and utilize solar 
radiation data specific for areas for which 
systems are to be designed. India receives 
good amount of solar radiation with an annual 
average of 4.5 to 6.5 kWh/m2/day. There are 
different sources from where solar data are 
available. MNRE has released solar radiation 
data for 23 locations across India through a 
joint project with the Indian Meteorological 
Department (IMD). MNRE through the Nation-
al Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE) has now 
set up more than 120 advance solar radiation 
monitoring stations across the country for 
collecting and monitoring solar data. NIWE 
has also published a national solar energy 
atlas in 2014. The National Aeronautical Space 
Administration (NASA) in the USA also pro-
vides worldwide data on the web: available at 
free of cost from the website http://eosweb.
larc.nasa.gov/sse/.

Space availability (roof/land) – availability 
of roof or ground space is another import-
ant factor for solar power potential in an 
urban area. Large vacant areas of land will 
be needed to install ground mounted solar 
PV systems. Aerial photographs and satellite 
imagery provide an estimation of the space 
availability. The actual area requirement of 
any solar system depends on its capacity, 
technology, location (latitude), orientation of 
roof etc.

Kindly refer to the Appendix or  
log on to retoolkit.in for a detailed template
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Wind EnErgy rEsourcE

Wind flow patterns in different regions or 
locations are different and indicate varied 
characteristics depending on the region and 
natural terrain of the locality. Wind resource 
assessment has been done by the National 
Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE) by setting up 
wind monitoring stations across the country. 
Available data can be further corrected to the 
ground characteristics of the specific location 
using suitable software.
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Biomass rEsourcEs 

To estimate the potential of biomass power in 
a district or locality reliable supply of biomass 
has to be mapped. This includes assessment 
of biomass resources in nearby regions. 
Estimation of the following biomass may be 
carried out (indicative):

ȝǩȋȋɻࢱɻŒʿࢱˈȣƟŒɫŷࢱǇɫȴȝࢱƁǞǩɠɻࢱīȴȴƌࢱࡦ

-ŒǊɫǩƁʞȋࢱɻʞɫɫȴʞȣƌǩȣǊࢱʉǞƟࢱǇɫȴȝࢱɫƟɻǩƌʞƟࢱɫȴɠ+ࢱࡦ
tural fields

ǇȴɫƟɻʉɻࢱˈȣƟŒɫŷࢱǇɫȴȝࢱŷǩȴȝŒɻɻࢱŷŒɻƟƌࢱȴɫƟɻʉ`ࢱࡦ

ࢱʉǞƟࢱǩȣࢱŷǩȴȝŒɻɻࢱɠɫƟɠɫȴƁƟɻɻƟƌࢱȴǇࢱˈ�ʻŒǩȋŒŷǩȋǩʉࢱࡦ
form of pellets or briquettes

Biomass resource information for a locali-
ty or region can be accessed from Biomass 
Resource Atlas of India. The following figure 
shows State Wise Biomass power potential 
from forest and wasteland residues.
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bIOGAS pOTENTIAL

Biogas can be produced 
through anaerobic digestion 
of animal wastes, wastes 
from forestry, agro and food 
processing industries, kitch-
en wastes etc. Biogas can 
be used for thermal energy 
supply such as cooking and 
industrial process heating or 
it can be directly used in an 
internal combustion engine to generate elec-
tricity. Every year around one lakh family-type 
biogas plants are being installed in India 
under government supported program. MNRE 
has been supporting a number of biogas proj-
ects of different capacities and applications.

mICrO HyDrO pOTENTIAL

Micro hydro projects can be installed only in 
case of a river, stream or a canal within the 
city limits. Data on the hydrology, velocity of 
water flow etc. needs to be collected to mea-
sure the micro-hydro potential in the specified 
area. A number of mini/micro hydro projects 
have been set up in remote and isolated 
areas, mainly in Himalayan & Western Ghat re-
gion. These projects are developed by various 
state nodal agencies and normally maintained 
by entrepreneurs or local communities. MNRE 
has estimated that there are more than 1.5 
lakh potential water mill sites in the Hima-
layan regions of India. With the R&D efforts, 
new and improved designs of water mills have 
been developed for mechanical as well as 
electricity generation of 3-5 kW. These designs 
were tested at AHEC, IIT Roorkee and have 
been replicated by a few small scale manufac-
turers. (www.mnre.gov.in)

LAND AvAILAbILITy

India is blessed with a variety of clean re-
newable energy alternatives-biomass, solar 
energy, wind energy and hydro power which 
has encouraged the Government of India to 
set ambitious targets for renewable energy. 
Land is one of the most important resources 
for renewable energy. Since India is abun-
dant with solar energy, PV arrays provide the 
single biggest source of renewable energy to 
all kinds of sectors. PV arrays require large 
areas of land. They can be installed on roof-
tops, uncultivable lands and above drainage 
systems. Land is also required to set up wind 
energy farms, biomass, biogas and hydro pow-
er plants. The RE master plan should indicate 
land required along with the location, to set 
up all the technology interventions proposed. 
Cultivable lands should be avoided for such 
purposes.

Sl. 
No.

Livestock & 
Poultry

Fresh dung 
per life / 
day(kg)

Biogas 
production 
per kg of 
dung (m3)

Biogas 
Production 

from 100 
animals in kWh 

/day
1 Cow 8 0.03 140
2 Buffalo 8 0.03 140
3 Goat 2 0.04 46
4 Pig 2 0.05 46
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wASTE TO ENErGy

Municipal solid waste and liquid waste water 
(untreated sewage) can be used to generate 
energy. A city may assess the feasibility of us-
ing a suitable quality of municipal solid waste 
for producing fuel

or for producing electricity through the 
bio-methanation process. Assessment of 
the solid waste to energy potential should 
particularly consider the moisture content, 
inert content and calorific value of the waste. 
Liquid waste water should also be treated as 
a resource for producing energy through the 
process of bio-methanation. The quantity of 

biodegradable volatile solids in the waste 
water available for bio-methanation is the 
primary limiting factor for the production of 
methane and subsequent conversion to power.

There are different steps and methods to co-
vert solid waste into fuel / energy/ resource/ 
recycle and there are number of projects 
successfully being operated in many cities 
around the world. However, it is essential to 
segregate the MSW into different categories 
before converting them into different useful 
constituents. The flow chart below portrays 
various steps and processes to convert MSW 
into different useful elements.

MUNICIPAL SOLID 
WASTE

WASTE 
SEGREGATION

LANDFILL

RECYCLABLES

ORGANICS
 !HYDROCARBON"

High Moisture 
biodegradables

(kitchen wastes etc.)

Low Moisture organics
(Polythene, rubber tyres, etc.)

Biogas
Slurry
Fertilizer

Ash
Construction

Material

RDF (Refuse
Derived Fuel)

ANAEROBIC
INCINERATION

PYROLYSIS

Broken glass
containers

Ceramics, concrete
aggregatesFerrous 

& nonferrous,
plastics

INERT 
(sand, stone etc)
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IDENTIFY VIAbLE 
TEChNOLOGY 
OpTIONs

Once availability of Renewable Energy Re-
sources is confirmed, the next step is to iden-
tify the most techno-economically viable tech-
nology which will contribute towards overall 
socio-economic development of the selected 
region. Adopting different renewable energy 
technologies in different sectors is based on 
energy use pattern of concerned categories, 
financing, availability of such products and 
economic feasibility.

To identify viable energy efficiency interven-
tion, sample energy audits have to be carried 
out for consumers in different sectors. Finan-
cially viable Energy Efficiency (EE) and Demand 
Side Management (DSM) measures should be 
recommended. In the roadmap, the EE mea-
sures should be thoroughly analysed for all 
the categories of selected sectors. The finan-
cial and technical analysis should be provided 
for each strategy suggested in each sectors.

Refer to Toolkit 1: Technology,  for a 
short description of different renewable 
technologies, their benefits, availability, 

indicative cost and government support have 
been provided

The table provides a list of typical facts & 
figures, information on energy use and dif-
ferent renewable energy options for different 
sectors. The list is not exhaustive and will vary 
between different cities and regions.e 

rESIDENTIAL

Potential con-
sumers/bene-
ficiaries

ࢱǩȣƁȴȝƟࢱŒȋȋࢱȴǇࢱoȴʞɻƟǞȴȋƌɻࢱࡦ
group
�ɠŒɫʉȝƟȣʉɻࢱæƟɻǩƌƟȣʉǩŒȋࢱࡦ

Information on 
Energy use

�ǩǊǞʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
ȴȴȅǩȣǊ+ࢱࡦ
īŒʉƟɫࢱoȴʉࢱࡦ
oƟŒʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
ȴȴȋǩȣǊ+ࢱࡦ
�ɠɠȋǩŒȣƁƟɻࢱࡦ
üɫŒȣɻɠȴɫʉࢱࡦ

Renewable 
Energy & En-
ergy Efficiency 
Options

ðˈɻʉƟȝɻࢱßĨࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
oƟŒʉƟɫࢱīŒʉƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
�ǩǊǞʉǩȣǊࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
ȴȴȅƟɫ+ࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
ĨƟǞǩƁȋƟࢱɠƟɫŒʉƟƌ´ࢱˈŒʉʉƟɫ#ࢱࡦ
oˈŷɫǩƌࢱɻȴȋŒɫࢱīǩȣƌࢱࡦ
ǩȴǊŒɻ#ࢱŒȣƌࢱǩȴȝŒɻɻ#ࢱࡦ
�ɠɠȋǩŒȣƁƟɻࢱDǇ˨ƁǩƟȣʉࢱˈDȣƟɫǊࢱࡦ

COmmErCIAL

Potential con-
sumers/bene-
ficiaries

ʞȣǩʉɻࢱƁŒɫƟࢱoƟŒȋʉǞࢱࡦ
ǩȣɻʉǩʉʞʉƟɻࢱDƌʞƁŒʉǩȴȣŒȋࢱࡦ
oȴɻʉƟȋɻࢱࡦ
æƟɻʉŒʞɫŒȣʉɻࢱॹࢱoȴʉƟȋɻࢱࡦ
-ʞǩȋƌ#ࢱǇ˨ƁƟ´ࢱॹࢱʞɻǩȣƟɻɻ#ࢱࡦ
ings

Information on 
Energy use

�ǩǊǞʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
ࢱoƟŒʉǩȣǊࢱȴȝǇȴɫʉ+ࢱ�ǩʻǩȣǊࢱࡦ
and cooling
ʿŒʉƟɫࢱoȴʉࢱࡦ
ȴȴȅǩȣǊ+ࢱࡦ
�ɠɠȋǩŒȣƁƟɻࢱࡦ
üɫŒȣɻɠȴɫʉࢱࡦ

Renewable 
Energy & En-
ergy Efficiency 
Options

ðˈɻʉƟȝɻࢱßĨࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
oƟŒʉƟɫࢱīŒʉƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
ȴȴȅǩȣǊ+ࢱðʉƟŒȝࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
ࢱĨƟǞǩƁȋƟࢱɠƟɫŒʉƟƌ´ࢱˈŒʉʉƟɫ#ࢱࡦ
for Campus
oˈŷɫǩƌࢱɻȴȋŒɫࢱīǩȣƌࢱࡦ
ǩȴȝŒɻɻ#ࢱࡦ
īŒɻʉƟࢱ�ǩʉƁǞƟȣࢱǇɫȴȝࢱǩȴǊŒɻ#ࢱࡦ
�ɠɠȋǩŒȣƁƟɻࢱDǇ˨ƁǩƟȣʉࢱˈDȣƟɫǊࢱࡦ
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INDUSTrIAL

Potential con-
sumers/bene-
ficiaries

xȣƌʞɻʉɫǩƟɻࢱȴǇࢱüˈɠƟࢱࡦ
ࢱȝƟƌǩʞȝࢱࡪ�ŒɫǊƟࢱȴǇࢱʞȝŷƟɫ£ࢱࡦ
and small Industries

Information on 
Energy use

ŒȣƌࢱoƟŒʉǩȣǊࢱßɫȴƁƟɻɻࢱࡦ
cooling 
ˈDȋƟƁʉɫǩƁǩʉࢱࡦ
�ǩǊǞʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
ȴȝǇȴɫʉ+ࢱ�ǩʻǩȣǊࢱࡦ
ʞɫȣŒƁƟ`ࢱࡦ

Renewable 
Energy & En-
ergy Efficiency 
Options

ðˈɻʉƟȝɻࢱßĨࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
oƟŒʉƟɫࢱīŒʉƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
cƟȣƟɫŒʉǩȴȣࢱðʉƟŒȝࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
oˈŷɫǩƌࢱɻȴȋŒɫࢱīǩȣƌࢱॹࢱīǩȣƌࢱࡦ
ǩȴȝŒɻɻ#ࢱࡦ
oˈƌɫȴࢱȝǩƁɫȴࢱŒȣƌࢱðȝŒȋȋࢱࡦ
īŒɻʉƟࢱǩȴ#ࢱǇɫȴȝࢱǩȴǊŒɻ#ࢱࡦ
ˈæƟƁȴʻƟɫࢱoƟŒʉࢱīŒɻʉƟࢱࡦ
�ɠɠȋǩŒȣƁƟɻࢱDǇ˨ƁǩƟȣʉࢱˈDȣƟɫǊࢱࡦ

mUNICIpAL

Potential con-
sumers/bene-
ficiaries

ˈðʞɠɠȋࢱīŒʉƟɫࢱࡦ
�ǩǊǞʉɻࢱðʉɫƟƟʉࢱࡦ
�ǩǊǞʉɻࢱüɫŒǇ˨Ɓࢱࡦ
ðƟʿƟɫŒǊƟࢱࡦ
�ðīࢱࡦ
�ŒɫȅƟʉɻࢱŒȣƌࢱßŒɫȅɻࢱࡦ
ʞǩȋƌǩȣǊɻ#ࢱǇ˨ƁƟ´ࢱࡦ
ŒƁǩȋǩʉǩƟɻ`ࢱßʞŷȋǩƁࢱࡦ
üɫŒȣɻɠȴɫʉࢱࡦ
ȴŒɫƌɻ#ࢱǩȋȋ#ࢱࡦ

Information on 
Energy use

ˈDȋƟƁʉɫǩƁǩʉࢱࡦ
�ǩǊǞʉǩȣǊࢱࡦ
ȴȝǇȴɫʉ+ࢱ�ǩʻǩȣǊࢱࡦ
ßʞȝɠǩȣǊࢱīŒʉƟɫࢱࡦ
ʉɫƟŒʉȝƟȣʉࢱðƟʿƟɫŒǊƟࢱࡦ
�ŒȣŒǊƟȝƟȣʉࢱīŒɻʉƟࢱðȴȋǩƌࢱࡦ

Renewable 
Energy & En-
ergy Efficiency 
Options

ðˈɻʉƟȝɻࢱßĨࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
oƟŒʉƟɫࢱīŒʉƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
cƟȣƟɫŒʉǩȴȣࢱðʉƟŒȝࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
�ǩǊǞʉǩȣǊࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
oˈŷɫǩƌࢱɻȴȋŒɫࢱīǩȣƌࢱॹࢱīǩȣƌࢱࡦ
oˈƌɫȴࢱȝǩƁɫȴࢱŒȣƌࢱðȝŒȋȋࢱࡦ
ðüßࢱॹࢱ�ðīࢱǇɫȴȝࢱǩȴǊŒɻ#ࢱࡦ
ĨƟǞǩƁȋƟࢱɠƟɫŒʉƟƌ´ࢱˈŒʉʉƟɫ#ࢱࡦ
ˈDȣƟɫǊࢱʉȴࢱīŒɻʉƟࢱࡦ
�ɠɠȋǩŒȣƁƟɻࢱDǇ˨ƁǩƟȣʉࢱˈDȣƟɫǊࢱࡦ

prIvATE INvESTOr

Potential con-
sumers/bene-
ficiaries

5xð+´�ðࢱࡦ
xȣƌʞɻʉɫǩƟɻࢱࡦ
ƁȴȣɻʞȝƟɫࢱȴȝȝƟɫƁǩŒȋ+ࢱࡦ

Information on 
Energy use

ǊƟȣƟɫŒʉǩȴȣࢱˈDȋƟƁʉɫǩƁǩʉࢱࡦ
ˈɻʞɠɠȋࢱǞƟŒʉࢱßɫȴƁƟɻɻࢱࡦ

Renewable 
Energy & En-
ergy Efficiency 
Options

ɠȋŒȣʉࢱɠȴʿƟɫࢱðȴȋŒɫࢱࡦ
ɠȋŒȣʉࢱɠȴʿƟɫࢱīǩȣƌࢱࡦ
ɠȋŒȣʉࢱɠȴʿƟɫࢱǩȴȝŒɻɻ#ࢱࡦ
ɠȋŒȣʉࢱȴǊƟȣƟɫŒʉǩȴȣ+ࢱࡦ
oƟŒʉǩȣǊࢱßɫȴƁƟɻɻࢱࡦ

Kindly refer to the Appendix or  
log on to retoolkit.in for a detailed template
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COST AND LIFE CyCLE bENEFIT ANALy-
SIS

Cost-benefit analysis or cost analysis is a sys-
tematic approach to estimating the economic 
overhead of alternatives; it is used to deter-
mine options that provide the best approach 
to achieve benefits while preserving savings. 
In the context of RE master plan, once renew-
able energy technology has been identified, a 
life cycle cost benefit analysis should be car-
ried out. This cost analysis should include the 
life cycle benefits, payback time and the ben-
efits/subsidies provided by the government. 
This should be carried out for each renewable 
energy technology identified.

It is a well-established fact that over a peri-
od of time, any renewable energy system will 
have several times the benefits and savings 
compared to a traditional non-renewable en-
ergy system. Even though the up-front cost of 
installation is very high, the payback period is 
only a few years (usually 3-7 years). Generally, 
the overhead cost of RE systems is negligible 
whereas in traditional systems the overhead 
cost keeps on increasing due to higher main-
tenance, ever-growing demand of natural 
resources such as petrol, diesel, etc.

pHySICAL TArGETS AND bUDGET

A year-wise physical target for implementa-
tion of renewable energy projects and energy 
efficiency measures need to be set to achieve 
the set objectives and goals. A budget esti-
mates and potential source of funding includ-
ing government incentives available for such 
projects has to be prepared.

Kindly refer to the Appendix or  
log on to retoolkit.in for a detailed template
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ASSESS SOCIO-ECONOmIC AND ENvI-
rONmENTAL bENEFITS

Reliable Energy Supply: A major challenge 
to all developmental activities in most of 
the rural areas of India is a lack of access to 
energy or unreliable and erratic power supply 
to the consumers who are connected to the 
grid. Successful implementation of renewable 
energy program will provide access to energy 
to the rural areas and ensure reliable power 
supply from the grid. Particularly, large solar 
power plants and biomass or waste based 
power generation can substantially eliminate 
the situation of grid power outage.

GrOwTH OF ECONOmIC ACTIvITIES: 

Due to lack of electricity and shortage of sup-
ply, growth of economic activities including 
agricultural activities, industrial and commer-
cial activities are considered to be slow and 
investment in those areas is not attractive. 
Implementation of renewable energy projects 
will provide reliable power supply to both ur-
ban and rural areas, which will certainly help 
in growth of economic activities, increase 
agriculture production, attract investment in 
industrial and commercial sectors and gener-
ate employment in the district.

HUmAN AND SOCIAL DEvELOpmENT: 

Standard of living, housing and sanitation 
is extremely poor in the large part of ru-
ral villages of India. Poverty and livelihood 
challenges restrict children to go for higher 
education. A large portion of rural population 
is deprived of access to clean energy, proper 
housing, potable water supply and hygienic 
sanitation. Implementation of renewable en-
ergy projects will provide access to energy in 
rural households, a clean cooking facility and 
clean drinking water supply. These facilities 

ultimately improve living condition, eliminate 
indoor air pollution, facilitate hygienic sanita-
tion, better lighting for study and work, better 
communication, social security and safety. 
Employment Generation: Implementation of 
renewable energy program will create direct 
and indirect employments in a district or lo-
cality. It is estimated that each MW of renew-
able energy projects installed there will be 
20-30 direct employment and 40-60 indirect 
employments in the area of implementation. 
However, adequate skill development and 
capacity building programmes have to be in-
tegrated to the project development process 
so that educated youths from the district have 
the opportunity to get trained and employed.

ENvIrONmENTAL bENEFITS: 

In addition to economic and social benefits, 
renewable energy and energy efficiency proj-
ects will also substantially contribute towards 
reduction of greenhouse gas emission by 
replacing fossil fuel based electrical and ther-
mal energy.
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ImpLEmENTATION 
sTRATEGY 

Feasibility and success of renewable energy 
projects depend on adoption of appropriate 
policy mechanism and business models, insti-
tutional support and viable financing.

bUSINESS mODELS & prOjECT ImpLE-
mENTATION mATrIx

It is important to understand relevant central 
and state agencies regarding existing poli-
cies/ schemes, financial aids and other sup-
port mechanisms favouring implementation of 
renewable energy projects in the state con-
cerned. Major gaps, opportunities and chal-
lenges have to be identified at the constituen-
cy level as well as analyze the application of 
key policy mechanisms, market opportunities, 
access to financing, and capacity building & 
scale-up opportunities for low carbon tech-
nology deployment.

It is helpful to assess successful past/ongoing 
programmes and business models in other 
areas of the state and their applicability or 
replication in the constituency. Some of the 
successfully implemented business models 
are discussed in this section.
In the section 1.4 of Toolkit 1, different 
successful business models for renewable 
energy projects have been illustrated.

Kindly refer to the Appendix or  
log on to retoolkit.in for a detailed template
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EnERgy AppLIAnCE bASED  
buSInESS MODELS

EnERgy SERvICES bASED  
buSInESS MODELS
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTING 
ENTITY 

BUSINESS 
MODEL 

SOURCE OF 
FUND 

POLICY SUPPORT 

Solar Rooftop systems 
for residential buildings 

MNRE Channel 
Partners 

Other suppliers 

Private - Private 
 

Users 
 

15% CFA 
 

Solar Rooftop systems 
for commercial and 
institutional buildings 

MNRE Channel 
Partners 

Other suppliers 

Private - Private 
 

Users 
 

15% CFA 
AD benefit 

Solar Rooftop systems 
for Government 
Buildings 

MNRE Channel 
Partners 

Other suppliers 

Govt. - Private 
Net Metering 

 

User 
Departments 

 

15% CFA 
 

Solar water heating 
systems for residential 
households 

Manufacturers/  
suppliers 

Private - Private 
 

Users ULB/  DISCOM can 
provide tax 

incentive / tariff 
rebate for DSM 

Solar thermal systems 
for commercial and 
industrial use 

Manufacturers/  
suppliers 

Private –Private 
ESCO 

 

Users DISCOM can 
provide tariff 

rebate for DSM 
Solar water heating 
systems for 
Government 
establishments 

Manufacturers/  
suppliers 

Govt. - Private 
 

User 
Departments 

 

DISCOM can 
provide tariff 

rebate for DSM 

Solar cookers  Manufacturers/  
suppliers 

Private - Private Users  

Solar lanterns and solar 
home lighting system 

Micro Enterprises/  
Manufacturers/  
Suppliers/  SHG 

Govt. – Private 
ESCO 

Micro finance 
ESCO/  CSR 

Users 

CFA/  CSR 
State subsidy 

Solar micro grid power 
supply system 

ESCO/  SHG/ Village 
Panchayat/  Govt. 

Govt. – Private 
ESCO 

CSR/  ESCO/  
Govt./  Users 

CFA/  CSR 
State subsidy 

Solar drinking water 
supply system 

Village Panchayat/  
Government/  SHG 

Govt. - Private Govt./  CSR/  
Users 

CFA/  CSR 
State subsidy 

Improved cook stoves Self Employed 
Workers/  SHG 

Govt. - Private Micro finance 
Users / CSR 

SEW/ SHG skill 
development 

Biogas for residential 
households 

Trained Mason/  
Government 

Govt. - Private Users 50% CFA 

Biogas from food waste Technology 
Provider 

Private - Private Users 50% CFA 

Solar PV systems for 
public amenities 

Manufacturer/  
suppliers 

Govt. - Private ULB/  Govt. 15% CFA 

LED lighting for 
municipality area 

Manufacturer/  
suppliers 

Govt. – Private 
ESCO 

ULB/  Govt.  

Production of RDF from 
MSW 

Technology 
Provider/  Supplier 

Govt. - Private ULB/  Govt./  
Private 

 

Large PV Power Plant Technology 
Provider/  Supplier 

Private - Private Private IPP FiT/  REC 

Bagasse based co-
generation for sugar 
mills 

Technology 
Provider/  Supplier 

Private - Private Private IPP CFA/  FiT/  REC 
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SOUrCING FUND AND ImpLEmENTA-
TION

Availability and souring of fund for implemen-
tation of renewable energy projects is driven 
by scale of the project, ongoing government 
schemes and business model adopted for 
implementation. Different types of business 
models and strategies for implementation of 
renewable energy projects have been already 
discussed in this chapter.

Attracting private investment or equity is 
for the commercially viable large renewable 
energy or energy efficiency projects. Govern-
ment also provides viability gap funding or 
generation based incentives for such projects 
under different policy schemes. On the other 
hand, small and distributed renewable energy 
systems are more expensive (per kW basis) 
and economically less attractive for private 
investment. However, these systems are the 
only option for providing access to energy for 
rural and marginalized population and have a 
direct impact on people’s lifestyle, economy, 
education, communication and entertain-
ment. Therefore, sourcing of fund is crucial 
for implementation of such renewable energy 
projects.

Potential sources of fund for welfare driven 
renewable energy projects is indicated below:
ŷƟȣƟ˨ƁǩŒɫǩƟɻࢱʉǞƟࢱǇɫȴȝࢱȴȣʉɫǩŷʞʉǩȴȣ+ࢱࡦ
-ǇʞȣƌࢱǊŒɠࢱˈʻǩŒŷǩȋǩʉࢱŒȣƌࢱˈɻʞŷɻǩƌࢱcȴʻƟɫȣȝƟȣʉࢱࡦ
ing
ࢱˈƟȣƟɫǊࢱɫƟȣƟʿŒŷȋƟࢱǇȴɫࢱǩȣʻƟɻʉȝƟȣʉࢱßɫǩʻŒʉƟࢱࡦ
service company (RESCO)
����ßࢱǇɫȴȝࢱǇʞȣƌࢱƌƟʻƟȋȴɠȝƟȣʉࢱŒɫƟŒࢱ�ȴƁŒȋࢱࡦ
ࢱɻƁǞƟȝƟɻࢱƌƟʻƟȋȴɠȝƟȣʉࢱǊȴʻƟɫȣȝƟȣʉࢱʉǞƟɫ´ࢱࡦ
where energy supply is a component
Ǉʞȣƌࢱðæ+ࢱˈæƟɻɠȴȣɻǩŷǩȋǩʉࢱðȴƁǩŒȋࢱȴɫɠȴɫŒʉƟ+ࢱࡦ
ࢱŒȣƌࢱȝʞȋʉǩȋŒʉƟɫŒȋࢱǇɫȴȝࢱǊɫŒȣʉࢱŒȣƌࢱðʞŷɻǩƌǩƟɻࢱࡦ
bi-lateral agencies

ǇȴʞȣƌŒʉǩȴȣɻࢱȣȴȣǊȴʻƟɫȣȝƟȣʉŒȋࢱǇɫȴȝࢱʞȣƌ`ࢱࡦ

ȴɫǊŒȣǩ˔ŒʉǩȴȣࢱȣŒȣƁǩȣǊ˨ࢱ�ǩƁɫȴࢱࡦ
ŷŒȣȅɻࢱǇɫȴȝࢱȋȴŒȣɻࢱðȴǇʉࢱࡦ

rESOUrCE CENTrE TO FACILITATE Im-
pLEmENTATION

The Resource Centre should be a very inte-
gral component for implementing a district’s 
renewable energy plan. The basic purpose of 
establishing a resource centre is to ensure 
the parallel set up of a local site for exchange 
and collection of relevant data for suste-
nance, promotion and awareness generation 
of renewable energy and energy efficiency at 
the local level. The resource centre will be the 
focal point and critical player for implementa-
tion of the “green strategy” implementation. 
The resource centre may be established and 
administered by the district authority in asso-
ciation with a state nodal agency or renowned 
educational and research institute. The re-
source centre will provide technical guidance, 
expertise and financial analysis of projects for 
potential investors – individual or companies. 
It will also help in customer outreach. It will 
act as a platform where all relevant stake-
holders (citizens/ manufacturers/ banks/ 
institutions etc.) can meet and exchange 
information on renewable energy and energy 
efficiency.

UpDATE AND ENFOrCE LOCAL rULES & 
rEGULATIONS

Changes to local rules and regulations in 
favour of renewable energy are already begin-
ning to take place in several local government 
bodies around the world. Barcelona was one 
of the pioneers in this field, mandating the 
use of solar hot water heaters in the 1980s. 
This same mandate is now seen in several 
cities in other countries. In India several cities 
such as Bangalore, Nagpur and New Delhi 
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have adopted similar regulation. Rockdale 
Local Council in Sydney, Australia, has incor-
porated passive design guidelines into their 
building codes. Several cities in Europe and 
America have mandated the use of net me-
tering, which allows monitoring the flow of 
electricity both to and from the consumer, 
thereby allowing the customer to be paid for 
energy they are supplying to the grid. The city 
of Freiburg in Germany has laws governing the 
leasing out of available roof space to renew-
able energy power generators. Similar models 
have been successfully implemented in Gand-
hinagar, Gujarat for implementation of 5MW 
rooftop PV power projects.

rENEwAbLE ENErGy pILOT prOjECTS

The technical feasibility and economic viability 
of renewable energy technology can be ad-
dressed by implementing a number of demon-
stration projects, e.g. pilot or demonstration 
projects such as rooftop solar water heating 
system for hospitals, hotels and catering 
services can be implemented. Others include 
solar process heat in drying, food and textile 
industries. Dissemination activities can be 
carried out using leaflets/ pamphlets, posters, 
videos and other forms of media advertise-
ments. These projects will further provide a 
wider level of acceptance, better understand-
ing of the technology and its benefits. The 
demonstration projects will also pave the way 
for providing a first-hand experience for mak-
ing improvements in training and developing 
skills of the stakeholders as well as increase 
efforts in R&D activities. Financial assistance 
may be sought from the Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy (MNRE) for implementation 
of pilot projects. Pilot projects in different RE 
technologies should be proposed in different 
sectors to demonstrate the technology and 
benefit from such projects. The pilot projects 
should be executed in the first year of imple-
mentation of the development plan.

Some of the potential pilot projects may be 
implemented in different sectors are:
PILOT PROJECTS FOR COMMUNITY
! Renewable energy intervention in Sansad 
Aadarsh Gram Yojana
! Solar powered water systems in schools
! Solar powered drinking water supply for 
villages
! Solar powered learning centre
! Solar powered digital and communication 
centre
PILOT PROJECTS IN RESIDENTIAL SECTOR
! Rooftop PV system
! Solar water heating system for urban house-
holds
! Solar cooker
! Solar lanterns and solar home systems to 
replace kerosene lamps
! Solar PV micro grid system for village elec-
trification
PILOT PROJECTS IN COMMERCIAL AND INSTITU"
TIONAL SECTOR
! Community Solar Cooker for mid-day meal in 
schools
! Solar water heaters for hospitals, hotels, 
restaurants and hostels
! Food waste based biogas system for hotels 
and restaurants
! Rooftop PV system for educational institutes
PILOT PROJECTS IN INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
! Biogas system for food processing industries
! Solar thermal systems for Food processing 
industries
! Rooftop PV system
! Bagasse based co-generation
Pilot Projects in Government and Municipal 
Sector
! Solar PV power plant for government depart-
ment buildings
! Solar Streetlights/ traffic lights/ blinkers
! Solar PV system for community places like 
markets, crematorium, bust stand etc.
! Outdoor PV systems for Municipal parks
! Solar Hoardings
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sWOT ANALYsIs

SWOT analysis is a useful tool for understand-
ing the Strengths and Weaknesses, and to 
identify both, the Opportunities opened and 
Threats faced. SWOT analysis should be done 
for each master plan and individual projects 
implemented under a master plan

What makes SWOT particularly powerful is 
that, with a little thought, it can help uncover 
opportunities that are well placed to exploit. 
And by understanding the weaknesses of the 
plan, one can manage and eliminate threats 
that would otherwise catch unawares. Many 
authors credit Albert Humphrey for inventing 
this form of analysis; however, Humphrey him-
self did not claim SWOT.

SWOT analysis should be done by dividing the 
benefits and risks into four sections, each sec-
tion will have its own questions to answer:

STrENGTH

- What advantages would the plan implemen-
tation have?
- How reliable of the plan?
- Will there be any long term environmental 
benefits?
- Will the plan help in cost cutting?
- Will it be easier to maintain?

wEAkNESSES

- What could be improved?
- What should be avoided?
- What is missing?
- What are the vulnerabilities to the plan?

OppOrTUNITIES (wILL, wOULD)

- Would this lead to any hidden future bene-
fits?
- Will it lead to employment generation?

 
- Will it bring socio-economic development in 
the area?

THrEATS

- What are the obstacles?
- Are quality standards of the products chang-
ing?
- Will present technology become obsolete in 
future?
- Will any natural calamity lead to heavy loss-
es?
- Could any weakness seriously threaten the 
plan?

Kindly refer to the Appendix or  
log on to retoolkit.in for a detailed template
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Strengths
• Energy resource is renewable 
and free
• Energy savings
• Can be cheaper in comparison 
to many  fossil fuel options
• Locally managed
• Clean energy
• Distributed generation

• Shortage of skilled manpower
• High up-front cost
• Variable weather condition
effect stability of supply
• Site specific
• Applications are limited
• Requires large area

• Reliable energy supply
• Low distribution loss
• Government schemes & subsi-
dy
• Priority sector lending
• Entrepreneurship and Employ-
ment generation

• Non-availability funding and
Financing
• Non availability of feasible
resources
• Lack of proper O&M may result
poor performance
• Natural calamity such as cyclone and 
floods

Opportunities Threats

Weakness
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AppENDIx



TEmpLATE FOR DEVELOpING A 
RENEWAbLE ENERGY pLAN FOR 

AN AREA/CONsTITuENCY

This section of the document is a template for developing a renew-
able energy plan for an area/identified constituency. 

Further detailed information on guidelines for implementing re-
newable energy and energy efficiency programs, is available Tool-

kit 4 section -___ 
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RENEWAbLE ENERGY pLAN 
<CONsTITuENCY/AREA NAmE>

prEpArED by: <NAmE OF OrGANIzATION>



RENEWAbLE ENERGY  
mAsTERpLAN OVERVIEW

A master plan is prepared for systematic implementation of techno economically feasible renew-
able energy and energy efficiency program in the identified area. The steps to prepare a renew-
able energy and energy efficiency plan have been outlined below, with a set of detailed guide-
lines to prepare such a plan.The table below gives a glimpse of the steps and their components.
 
1. COntExtuAL SEttIng

This section deals with primary data collection from site visits, interaction with local population 
and discussion with different stakeholders – the statistical information which needs to be col-
lected and the challenges in the area which would directly impact the feasibility of the proposed 
plan. Indicative tables for data collection under different heads have been given below.

1.1 STATISTICS OF THE AREA

1.1.1 Location and Geography
Provide a description of the location and local terrain

Table 1: Location and Geography 
Location (°) Area (sq. 

km)
Temperature (°c) Annual Precipitation (mm)

Latitude Longitude Minimum Maximum

1.1.2 Administrative and Institutional Infrastructure
Provide data for organizations that administer the conduct of the affairs of the government. Be-
low provide details of the institutions present in the area.

Table 2: Administrative Division 

S. No. Particular Unit Statistics

Table 3: Institutional Infrastructure 

1 Communication
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# Telephone connections Nos.

# Post offices Nos.

# Mobile Nos.
2 Public Health
# Allopathic Hospital Nos.

# Ayurvedic Hospital Nos.

# Community health centres Nos.

# Primary health centres Nos.

# Sub health centres Nos.

# Private hospitals Nos.
3 Banking
# Commercial Bank Nos.

# Rural Bank Branches Nos.

# Co-Operative bank Branches Nos.

1.1.3 Demography
Provide data analysis for population and households of the area under consideration.

Table 4: Demography

No of Households Total Popula-
tion Person

Total Population 
Male

Total Population Female

Total
Rural
Urban

1.2 CHALLENGES IN AREA

1.2.1 Socio-economic conditions of the location
Describe and analyses socio-economic landscape in the area

Table 5: Economic Layout

Per capita in-
come (in Rupees)

% below poverty Rate of growth 
(%)

Primary source of 
economy

Secondary source of 
economy

1.2.2 Energy scarcity/Shortage
Provide data on the current energy supply scenario.

Table 6: Electricity Consumption

Sector Electricity Required 
(MU)

Electricity Supplied 
(MU)

Number of Con-
sumers Shortage (%)



Residential 500 495 324920 1
Commercial 600 540 4350 10
Industrial 400 320 5069 20
Municipal 500 500 2066 0

Total 2000 1845 336405 7.75
1.2.3 Infrastructural development

This should include the shortage and the future requirements of infrastructural facilities for 
schools, hospitals, transportation, public toilets/bathrooms, etc.

1.2.4. Land availability

Availability of land plays a crucial role for renewable energy generation. The most used source of 
renewable energy, i.e. Solar photovoltaic requires large area of land to generate electricity. 

1.2.5 Education and employment

Provide data on the total number of schools, colleges, students, literacy rate, employment sectors, 
skilled labour, etc..

Table 7: Educational institute and literacy rate

Sl. No. Particulars Unit Data
1 Primary school Nos.
2 Middle schools Nos.
3 Secondary & senior secondary schools Nos.
4 Colleges Nos.
5 Technical University Nos.
6 Ayurvedic College (Medical Education) Nos.
7 Industrial Training Institute Nos.
8 Literacy rate %
9 Males %
10 Females %

Table 8: Working population

Skill Sector Trained Persons (2012-13)
Apparel/ textile
Construction
Mining
Manufacturing
Hospitality
IT/ ITES
Driving
Security guard
Retail
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Misc./ Banking

Table9: Sector wise trained persons

Particulars Statistics % of total population
Total employed per-
sons
Cultivators
Agricultural laborers
Household industry 
workers
Other workers
Marginal workers (Part 
time workers)

2. BASELINE ENERGY SCENARIO ASSESSMENT

The next step in developing a renewable energy plan & strategy for an area is to understand energy demand 
and load characteristics of different energy consumers (residential, commercial, industrial, etc,.) in the partic-
ular area. 

Table 10: Energy Supply, present, growth and expected

Commercial 
Data

Rural/ Ur-
ban

Value Annual Average 
Growth

Expected in (2021-
22)

Unit

Energy Input 

(33 kV & 
Below)

Rural MU
Urban MU

Energy Sales Rural MU
Urban MU

Total Reve-
nue Collect-

ed 

Rural Rs. Lac
Urban Rs. Lac

Total Reve-
nue Billed

Rural Rs. Lac
Urban Rs. Lac

Billing Effi-
ciency

Rural %
Urban %

Collection 
Efficiency

Rural %
Urban %

AT&C Losses 
(Assessed)

Rural %
Urban %

2.1 RESIDENTIAL SECTOR:  All AcTiviTies ThAT perTAin To The use of household fuels And elec-

tricity should be accounted here. the energy consumption dynamics in residential sector vary 

with the standard of living in different areas.  



2.2 COMMERCIAL & INSTITUTIONAL SECTOR:  include all offices, shops, shopping centres, 

multiplexes,hotels, restaurant, advertisement billboards etc. institutional buildings include 

hospitals, schools

2.3 INDUSTRIAL SECTOR:fuel and electricity consumption by industrial establishments sig-

nificantly impact the energy demand of a district and should beaccounted for

2.4 TRANSPORT SECTOR:energy consumption in the form of transport fuels that enable 

the mobility of people, goods andservices within and through the city should be accounted 

here

2.5 LOCAL GOvERNMENT SECTOR:energy consumption data should becollected for munic-

ipal services such as water pumping, street lighting, public utilities, bus shelters,sports com-

plexes, parks, sewage treatment etc.

Table11:Summary of electrical load and anticipated growth

Sector Connected Load (present) 
(MW)

Annual Average 
Growth

Anticipated connected 
load (MW)

Residential/ 
Domestic

Urban

Rural

Commercial Urban

Rural

Industrial Urban

Rural

Agriculture Urban

Rural

Other Urban

Rural

Total Urban

Rural

Urban  & Rural combines

3. IDENTIFY POTENTIAL RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES
This section should contain the assessment of availability and adequacy of renewable energy resources in 
the chosen area to identify most viable technologies. 

4. IDENTIFY VIABLE TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS

This section will contain information and reasoning about the most techno-economically viable technology 
chosen which will contribute towards overall socio-economic development of the selected region. An indic-
ative table of the options are provided below.

In the section 2.34 of Toolkit 2, Approaches for different renewable resource assessment are 
briefly described.
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Table 12: Sector-wise potential customers, energy use and indicative RE & EE technology options

Sectors Potential consum-
ers/ beneficiaries

Information on En-
ergy use

Renewable Energy & Energy Effi-
ciency Options

Residential •	 Households of all 
income group

•	 Residential 
Apartments

•	 Lighting

•	 Cooking

•	 Hot Water

•	 Heating

•	 Cooling

•	 Appliances

•	 Transport

•	 Solar PV Systems

•	 Solar Water Heater

•	 Solar Lighting

•	 Solar Cooker

•	 Battery Operated Vehicle

•	 Wind solar Hybrid

•	 Biomass and Biogas

•	 Energy Efficient Appliances
Commercial 
& Institu-
tional

•	 Health care units 

•	 Educational insti-
tutes

•	 Hostels

•	 Hotels

•	 Restaurants

•	 Other Institutes

•	 Business 

•	 Office Buildings

•	 Lighting

•	 Living Comfort 
– Heating and 
cooling

•	 Hot water

•	 Cooking

•	 Appliances

•	 Transport

•	 Solar PV Systems

•	 Solar Water Heater

•	 Solar Steam Cooking

•	 Battery Operated Vehicle for 
Campus

•	 Wind solar Hybrid

•	 Biomass 

•	 Biogas from Kitchen Waste

•	 Energy Efficient Appliances
Industrial •	 Type of Industries

•	 Number of Large, 
medium and 
small Industries

•	 Process Heating 
and cooling

•	 Electricity

•	 Lighting

•	 Living Comfort

•	 Furnace

•	 Solar PV Systems

•	 Solar Water Heater

•	 Solar Steam Generation

•	 Wind & Wind solar Hybrid

•	 Biomass

•	 Small and micro Hydro

•	 Biogas from Bio Waste

•	 Waste Heat Recovery

•	 Energy Efficient Appliances

Toolkit 1, a short description of different renewable technologies, their benefits, availability, indic-
ative cost and government support have been provided.



Municipal •	 Water Supply 

•	 Street Lights

•	 Traffic Lights

•	 Sewerage 

•	 MSW 

•	 Parks and Mar-
kets

•	 Office Buildings

•	 Public Facilities

•	 Transport

•	 Bill Boards

•	 Electricity

•	 Lighting

•	 Living Comfort

•	 Water Pumping

•	 Sewerage treat-
ment 

•	 Solid Waste Man-
agement

•	 Solar PV Systems

•	 Solar Water Heater

•	 Solar Steam Generation

•	 Solar Lighting

•	 Wind & Wind solar Hybrid

•	 Small and micro Hydro

•	 Biogas from MSW & STP

•	 Battery Operated Vehicle

•	 Waste to Energy

•	 Energy Efficient Appliances

Private In-
vestor

•	 DISCOMS

•	 Industries

•	 Commercial con-
sumer

•	 Electricity gener-
ation

•	 Process heat 
supply

•	 Solar power plant

•	 Wind power plant

•	 Biomass power plant

•	 Co-generation plant

•	 Process Heating

5. COST AND LIFECYCLE BENEFIT ANALYSIS
In this section, an evaluation of the financial viability of the should include the life cy-
cle benefits; payback time and the benefits/subsidies provided by the government 
and should be carried out for each renewable energy technology identified. Typical in-
formation required for carrying out cost benefit analysis for energy technologies are: 

5.1 CAPACITY OF THE TECHNOLOGY

5.2 LIFETIME OF THE TECHNOLOGY

5.3 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED/SAVED

5.4 TOTAL SUBSIDY AVAILABLE

5.5 PAYBACK PERIOD
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Table 13: Sample basic economic assessment for typical 20kW rooftop solar PV system

Basic Economic Assessment: for typical 20kWp rooftop PV 
system

Capacity of Rooftop solar PV system kWp

Indicative cost of Rooftop PV System INR

Total Energy generated by PV arrays 
per year

kWh/
year

Electricity tariff for LT industrial 
consumer

INR/kWh

Cost of electricity saved INR/year

MNRE subsidy INR

Payback period years

Total Emissions reduction per year Tonnes/
year

6 PHYSICAL TARGETS AND BUDGET

this section needs to contain a year-wise physical target for implementation of renewable energy projects 
and energy efficiency measures and a budget estimates and potential source of funding including government 
incentives available for such projects.

Table 13: Example of Sector wise Renewable Energy Systems/ Projects

Sector wise Renew-
able Energy Systems/ 

Projects

Unit of Tar-
get Capacity

Target Capacity Energy Generation/ Savings 
(MU)

Residential Sector (Ur-
ban and Rural)
Solar Rooftop System KWp
Solar water Heaters Nos.
Solar Cooker Nos.
Solar Lantern Nos.
Solar Home System Nos.
Solar micro grid system KWp
Solar Drinking Water 
Supply

KWp

Improved Cookstoves Nos.
Biogas System CuM
Commercial  & Institu-
tional Sector



Solar Steam Cooker for 
Cooking for mid-day 
meal

Sqm

Solar Water Heaters for 
Hotels, Restaurants, 
Hospitals

LPD

Solar PV Power Plant 
for Hotels, Restaurants, 
Hospitals

KWp

Biogas for Hotels and 
Restaurants

CuM

RE Strategy for Indus-
trial sector
Solar Steam generating 
system

Sqm

Solar Water Heaters LPD
Solar PV Power Plant KWp
Biogas CuM
Government and Mu-
nicipality Sector
High Efficient LED out-
door lighting systems

Nos.

Rooftop PV System for 
Government Buildings

KWp

Demonstration of PV 
Plant for bus stand, 
Park, Market

KWp

Production of RDF from 
MSW

Tonnes/year

Private Sector Inde-
pendent Power Pro-
ducer
Large Solar Power 
Plants

MWp

Bagasse Based Co-gen-
eration for sugar mills 

MW

Total Renewable ener-
gy generation/ fossil 

fuel based energy 
savings 
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Table 14:Example of sharing budget by source of fund

Source of 
Fund

Unit Total Period of Implementation
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Central 
Financial 
Assistance

Lakh INR

Private/ us-
ers Share

Lakh INR

Govt. of Lakh INR
Other Sourc-
es

Lakh INR

Independent 
Power Pro-
ducer

Lakh INR

Total Budget Lakh INR

Table 15: Example of sharing budget by Implementation sector

Implementa-
tion Sector Unit Total

Period of Implementation
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

RE Systems 
for Residen-
tial Sector

Lakh 
INR

Commercial  
& Institution-
al Sector

Lakh 
INR

RE Systems 
for Industrial 
sector

Lakh 
INR

Government 
& Municipality 
Sector

Lakh 
INR

Large RE proj-
ects by IPP 

Lakh 
INR

Total Budget Lakh 
INR

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



7 ASSESS SOCIO"ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
This section should contain details the various benefits of implementing the renewable energy 
plan in the area. 
Reliable Energy 
Supply

Successful implementation of renewable energy program will provide ac-
cess to energy to the rural areas and ensure reliable power supply from the 
grid.

Growth & Econom-
ic Activities

Implementation of RE projects will certainly help in growth of economic 
activities, increase agriculture production, attract investment in industrial 
& commercial sectors and generate employment in the district.

Human Social De-
velopment

RE Projects will provide access to energy in rural households, a clean 
cooking facility & clean drinking water supply – ultimately improving liv-
ing condition, eliminate indoor air pollution, facilitate hygienic sanitation, 
better lighting for study & work, social security & safety.

Employment Gen-
eration

Adequate skill development and capacity building programmes need to 
be integrated to the project development process so that educated youths 
from the district have the opportunity to get trained and employed

Environmental 
Benefit

RE and energyefficiency projects will also substantially contribute towards 
reduction of greenhouse gas emission by replacing fossil fuel based elec-
trical and thermal energy

8 IMPLEMENTATION ROAD MAP AND BUDGET
This section will include a clear plan for the implementation of the projects identified including a 
plan for mobilizing the required finances and a timeline

 8.1  BUSINESS MODELS & PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX
Detail out the mode of financing and implementation. An indicative table that provides the differ-
ent means of financing and implementing the identified projects.

Table 16: Business model and project implementation matrix

Project Implementing 
Entity

Business Model Source of 
fund

Policy Support

Solar Rooftop systems
for residential 
buildings

MNRE Channel 
Partners
Other suppliers

Private - Private Users 15% CFA

Solar Rooftop systems 
for commercial and 
institutional buildings

MNRE Channel 
Partners
Other suppliers

Private – Private Users 15% CFA
AD benefit

In the section 1.4 of Toolkit 1, different successful business models for renewable energy projects 
have been illustrated.
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Solar Rooftop systems 
for Government Build
ings

MNRE Channel 
Partners
Other suppliers

Govt. - Private  
Net Metering

User Depart
ments

15% CFA

Solar water heating 
systems for residential 
households

Manufacturers/ 
suppliers

Private - Private Users ULB/ DISCOM 
can provide tax 
incentive /tariff 
rebate for DSM

Solar thermal systems 
for commercial and 
industrial use

Manufacturers/ 
suppliers

Private –Private
ESCO

Users DISCOM can 
provide tariff 
rebate for DSM

Solar water heating 
systems for Govern
ment establishments

Manufacturers/ 
suppliers

Govt. - Private User Depart
ments

DISCOM can 
provide tariff 
rebate for DSM

Solar cookers Manufacturers/ 
suppliers

Private - Private Users

Solar lanterns and 
solar home lighting 
system

Micro Enterprises/
Manufacturers/ 
Suppliers/ SHG

Govt. – Private 
ESCO 

Micro fi
 nance
ESCO/ CSR
Users

CFA/ CSR
State subsidy

Solar micro grid power 
supply system

ESCO/ SHG/Village 
Panchayat/ Govt.

Govt. – Private
ESCO

CSR/ ESCO/ 
Govt./ Users

CFA/ CSR
State subsidy

Solar drinking water 
supply system

Village Panchayat/ 
Government/ SHG

Govt. - Private Govt./ CSR/ 
Users

CFA/ CSR
State subsidy

Improved cook stoves Self Employed 
Workers/ SHG

Govt. - Private Micro finance
Users /CSR

SEW/SHG skill 
development 

Biogas for residential-
households

Trained Mason/ 
Government

Govt. - Private Users 50% CFA

Biogas from food 
waste

Technology Pro-
vider

Private - Private Users 50% CFA

Solar PV systems for 
public amenities

Manufacturer/ 
suppliers

Govt. - Private ULB/ Govt. 15% CFA

LED lighting for munic-
ipality area

Manufacturer/ 
suppliers

Govt. – Private
ESCO

ULB/ Govt. 

Production of RDF 
from MSW

Technology Provid-
er/Supplier

Govt. - Private ULB/ Govt./ 
Private

Large PV Power Plant Technology Provid-
er/Supplier

Private - Private Private IPP FiT/ REC

Bagasse based co-gen-
eration for sugar mills

Technology Provid-
er/Supplier

Private - Private Private IPP CFA/ FiT/ REC

 



 
 8.2  SOURCING FUND FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Potential sources of fund for welfare driven renewable energy projects is indicated below:

Contribution from the benefi-
ciaries 

Local area development fund 
from MP/MLA

Government subsidy and via-
bility gap funding

Private investment for re-
newable energy service com-
pany (RESCO

Soft loans from banks Micro financing organization Fund from non-governmen-
tal foundations

Subsidies and grant from mul-
tilateral and bi-lateral agencies

Corporate Social Responsibili-
ty (CSR) fund

Other government develop-
ment schemes where energy 
supply is a component 

 8.3 RENEWABLE ENERGY PILOT PROJECTS
The technical feasibility and economic viability of renewable energy technology can be addressed 
by implementing a number of demonstration projects, e.g. pilot or demonstration projects such as 
rooftop solar water heating system for hospitals, hotels and catering services can be implemented.

Pilot Projects for 
community

Pilot Projects 
in Residential 
Sector

Pilot Projects in 
Commercial and In-
stitutional Sector

Pilot Projects in 
Industrial Sector

Pilot Projects 
in Government 
and Municipal 
Sector

Renewable ener-
gy intervention 
in SansadAa-
darsh Gram 

Yojana

Solar powered 
water systems in 

schools

Solar powered 
drinking water 
supply for vil-

lages

Solar powered 
learning centre

Solar powered 
digital and 

communication 
centre

Rooftop PV sys-
tem

Solar water heat-
ing system for 

urban households

Solar cooker

Solar lanterns 
and solar home 
systems to re-
place kerosene 

lamps

Solar PV micro 
grid system for 
village electrifi-

cation

Community Solar 
Cooker for mid-day 

meal in schools

Solar water heaters 
for hospitals, hotels, 
restaurants and hos-

tels

Food waste based bio-
gas system for hotels 

and restaurants

Rooftop PV system for 
educational institutes

Biogas system for 
food processing 

industries

Solar thermal 
systems for Food 
processing indus-

tries

Rooftop PV system

Bagasse based 
co-generation

Solar PV power 
plant for govern-
ment department 

buildings

Solar Street-
lights/ traffic 

lights/ blinkers

Solar PV system 
for community 

places like mar-
kets, crematori-
um, bust stand 

etc.

Outdoor PV sys-
tems for Munici-

pal parks

Solar Hoardings

TK4-44



9  SWOT ANALYSIS
SWOT analysis should be done by dividing the benefits and risks into four sections, each section 
will have its own questions to answer:

Table17: SWOT Sample 

SWOT Analysis
Strengths

1.

2.

3.

Weaknesses

1.

2.

3.
Opportuni-
ties

1.

2.

3.

4.

Opportunities-Strength strategies
Use strength to take advantages of opportu-
nities

1.

2.

Opportunity-Weakness strategies
Overcome weaknesses by taking advantage of 
opportunities

1.

2.

Threats

1.

2.

Threat-Strength strategies
Use strength to avoid threats

1.

2.

Threat-Weakness strategies
Minimize weaknesses and avoid threats.

1.

2.



TOOLKIT 5: 

DEVELOPING 
ECOSYSTEM



5 6 6
DEvELOpING A 
rESOUrCE CENTrE

DEvELOpING AN 
INTErACTIvE wEb 
pOrTAL

ESTAbLISHING 
AkSHAy UrjA 
SHOpS

CONTENTs

7 9 9
bATTEry 
CHArGING HUbS

TrAINING & SkILL 
DEvELOpmENT

AwArENESS AND 
pUbLICITy



In ADDItIOn tO tAkIng StEpS tOwARDS 
IMpLEMEntIng REnEwAbLE EnERgy 

pROjECtS, LEgISLAtORS CAn pLAy thE 
ROLE Of A CAtALySt fOR SpuRRIng 

thE gROwth Of REnEwAbLE EnERgy 
pROjECtS by thE OthER ACtORS In 

thE thEIR COnStItuEnCIES. fOR thIS A 
COnDuCIvE pLAtfORM OR EnvIROnMEnt 

wILL nEED tO bE CREAtED whERE 
ACtORS SuCh AS hOuSEhOLDS, 

buSInESSES, InDuStRIES OR EvEn 
pRIvAtE InDIvIDuALS ARE EnCOuRAgED 

AnD pROvIDED wIth thE REquISItE 
RESOuRCES fOR tAkIng ACtIOn tOwARDS 

REnEwAbLE EnERgy utILISAtIOn.  
thIS SECtIOn thEREfORE pROvIDES 

bROAD SEt Of RECOMMEnDAtIOnS OR 
SuggEStIOnS Of COMMunIty bASED 

ACtIvItIES thAt LEgISLAtORS CAn tAkE 
OR SuppORt tO RAISE AwAREnESS, buILD 

CApACIty AnD EvEntuALLy bOOSt thE 
SuStAInAbLE EnERgy tRAnSItIOn by thE 

COnStItuEntS thEMSELvES.
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DEVELOpING 
A REsOuRCE 
CENTRE
A resource centre will be a 
very integral component for 
deploying renewable energy 
project in an area. The basic 
purpose of establishing a re-
source centre is to ensure the 
parallel set up of a local site 
for exchange and collection 
of relevant data for suste-
nance, promotion and aware-
ness generation of renewable 
energy and energy efficiency 
at the local level. The re-
source centre will be the focal 
point and critical player for 
implementation of the “green 
strategy” implementation. 
The resource centre may be 
established and administered 
by the district authority in 
association with the State 
Nodal Agency. The resource 
centre will provide techni-
cal guidance, expertise and 
financial analysis of projects 
for potential investors - in-
dividual or companies. It will 
also help for customer out-
reach. It will act as a platform 
where all relevant stakehold-
ers (citizens/ manufacturers/ 
banks/ institutions etc.) can 
meet and exchange informa-
tion on renewable energy and 
energy efficiency.
Location of the Resource 
Centre

The potential site for a re-

source centre should be 
selected in such a way that it 
is easily accessible by general 
public and end users alike. 
The location is of vital impor-
tance as it will be a means to 
easier and quicker dissem-
ination of knowledge and 
information to a wider scale 
of audience. Hence, areas like 
District headquarter, Energy 
park, Panchayat office, public 
gathering areas or the Munici-
pal Corporations office prem-
ise are suitable locations.
Technical Assistance, 
Service Delivery and 
Information Dissemination:

The resource centre should 
be manned with competent 
personnel who should be ca-
pable in delivering quick and 
efficient technical assistance 
for the better understanding 
of renewable energy and en-
ergy efficiency technologies, 
scientific concepts and equip-
ment handling and usage. The 
technical assistance could 
be in the form of technical 
documents, vocal discourse, 
brochures, pamphlets etc. All 
technological options avail-
able under renewable energy 
and energy efficiency should 
be displayed in the resource 
centre. It is a resource base 
of information and physical 
exhibition of models related 
to renewable energy and en-
ergy efficiency techniques.

thE InfORMAtIOn 
ShOuLD InCLuDE:

• AvAilAble Re/ee 
tEChnIquES In thE 
REgIOn

• FeAsibility AnAlysis 
Of EACh tEChnIquE

• technology suitAble 
fOR A pARtICuLAR 
CLIEnt COnSIDERIng 
hIS/hER REquIREMEntS, 
buDgEt

• RequiRed cApitAl

• souRces oF Funding

• list oF 
MAnufACtuRERS Of 
RE/EE EquIpMEnt In 
thAt REgIOn

• list oF consultAnts 
In thAt REgIOn
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DEVELOpING AN  
INTERACTIVE WEb 
pORTAL
A separate web portal or a web 
page within the district or state in 
collaboration with the State Nodal 
Agency could be created to provide 
citizen access to renewable energy 
and energy efficiency technolo-
gies, and activities happening in 
the city in this end. Instant access 
to technological options available 
to end-users, their capital cost, 
returns on investment and other 
necessary information at a click 

away is always an easier mode of 
generating awareness and creating 
an environment conscious crowd. 
This portal will be useful for ob-
taining the relevant information 
and applying for various subsidies 
granted by the state and the cen-
tral governments . 

EsTAbLIshING  
AKshAY uRjA 
shOps
Akshay Urja shops are being pro-
moted by MNRE since the last 
decade. These are responsible in 

InStAnt ACCESS tO tEChnOLOgICAL OptIOnS AvAILAbLE tO 
EnD-uSERS, thEIR CApItAL COSt, REtuRnS On InvEStMEnt AnD 

OthER nECESSARy InfORMAtIOn At A CLICk AwAy IS ALwAyS 
An EASIER MODE Of gEnERAtIng AwAREnESS AnD CREAtIng An 

EnvIROnMEnt COnSCIOuS CROwD. 
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commercializing as well as 
providing technical know-
how of the different renew-
able products/systems. The 
shops are established in each 
district across the country 
to provide the sale and ser-
vice of renewable energy and 
energy efficient products. The 
shops will provide repairing 
and servicing of the products/
systems facility. Information 
related to different products/
systems and other facilitation 
will also be available at these 
shops.

MNRE have clearly defined 
the guidelines for setting up 
Akshay Urja shops, and also 
provides financial assistance 
for the same. 

bATTERY 
ChARGING 
hubs
Mobile phones have contrib-
uted to the rural economy 
to a great extent. But in the 
un-electrified villages and in 
its hamlets, it is expensive 
and time consuming to charge 
the mobile phones. The villag-
ers have to travel and make 
round trips to the nearest city 
or district headquarters.

A battery charging hub placed 
strategically at the village’s 
common area can solve this 
problem. A villager can easily 
access the hub and charge 
the phone battery or other 

battery-operated appliances. 
These hubs can be easily set 
up in the remote areas which 
are not connected with the 
grid. Akshay Urja or Resource 
Centre can provide this facili-
ty to people and other benefi-
ciaries to charge their battery 
operated devices and prod-
ucts. The hub can utilize the 
solar energy and can act as a 
portable power source in the 
un-electrified areas. These 
charging hubs can generate 
employment opportunities in 
the villages.
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TRAINING & sKILL  
DEVELOpmENT
Training and skill development activities 
should be an integral part of renewable ener-
gy development activities in an area. Renew-
able energy systems are decentralised and 
generate energy or provide energy services 
locally. Therefore these systems are essential-
ly to be installed, operated and maintained 
by local people in a cost effective manner. 
Outsourcing manpower to install, operate, 
and maintain decentralised renewable ener-
gy system has proven to be expensive and 
unsustainable. It is recommended that local 
youths be trained in the design, installation, 
operation and maintenance of renewable 
energy systems. Few such area of skill devel-
opment could be as below:

a) Technicians for installation, operation and 
maintenance of solar off-grid systems

b) Technicians for installation, operation and 
maintenance of solar rooftop systems

c) Technicians for installation, operation and 
maintenance of solar micro-grid systems

d) Technicians for installation, operation and 
maintenance of solar water heating systems

e) Technicians for installation, operation and 
maintenance of small wind generators

f) Technicians for installation, operation and 
maintenance of biogas systems

g) Technicians for installation, operation and 
maintenance of solar battery charging sys-
tems h) Technicians for installation, operation 
and maintenance of solar off-grid systems

i) Technicians for installation, operation and 
maintenance of solar grid connected systems

j) Engineers, diploma-holders, graduates for 
design and management of renewable energy 
projects

AWARENEss &  
pubLICITY
Awareness and Publicity Programme need 
should be taken up for creating awareness 
among masses and target sectors in the 
planned area about benefits and financial 
incentives for Renewable Energy systems & 
devices. Under these programmes, informa-
tion on technological developments, finan-
cialbenefits and cost savings from RE system 
and EE measures, government initiatives and 
incentives for such devices/ measures, avail-
ability, price etc. will be disseminated through 
various media.

ȝƟƌǩŒࢱƟȋƟƁʉɫȴȣǩƁࢱʉǞɫȴʞǊǞࢱˈßʞŷȋǩƁǩʉࢱࡦ

ßʞŷȋǩƁŒʉǩȴȣ�ƟƌǩŒࢱßɫǩȣʉࢱʉǞɫȴʞǊǞࢱˈßʞŷȋǩƁǩʉࢱࡦ

ŒȝɠŒǩǊȣ+ࢱࡪˈßʞŷȋǩƁǩʉࢱʞʉƌȴȴɫ´ࢱࡪDˇǞǩŷǩʉǩȴȣɻࢱࡦ

ɻƟȝǩȣŒɫɻࢱŒȣƌࢱʿȴɫȅɻǞȴɠɻࢱȴȣƌʞƁʉǩȣǊ+ࢱࡦ
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Background: Dr. Sanjay Jaiswal, Member of Parliament 
since 2009 represents West Champaran Constituency of 
Bihar. As the Convenor of Climate Parliament network in 
India, Dr. Jaiswal aims to work for a conducive environment 
for the growth of renewable energy. Therefore, along with 
working on improving national renewable energy policies, 
Dr. Jaiswal also aims to undertake green energy initiatives 
in his own constituency. He is actively implementing low 
carbon initiatives in his constituency since 2009. He has 
implemented range of solar energy projects, including solar 
lights, biomass gasifiers and distributing energy efficient 
chullas and several others. In addition to the initiatives 
listed below, he plans to implement 200 solar charkhas in 
Vrindavan village of his constituency through Ministry of 
Small and Medium Enterprises(MSME), where Champaran 
Satyagraha was started by Mahatma Gandhi. The economy 
of the constituency is agrarian economy, he is now actively 
integrating low carbon initiatives to agriculture sector 
for minimizing the effects of climate change on crop 
productivity and building climate resilient crop production 
system for his constituency.

West Champaran– A glimpse

West Champaran is an administrative district in the state of Bihar. The district 
headquarters are located in Bettiah. West Champaran district occupies an area of 
5,228 square kilometers.!The district is well connected by roads and railways to 
all major cities. The district enjoys special historical importance as this was the 
birthplace of the famous Champaran Satyagraha Movement to end the oppression 
of the British Indigo planters initiated by Mahatma Gandhi himself. By 1918, the 
long standing misery of the indigo cultivators came to an end and Champaran 
became the hub of Indian National Freedom movement and launch movement of 
Gandhi’s Satyagraha.

Clean Energy and low carbon initiatives in West Champaran, Bihar

W. Champaran
Sub-Divisions 3
Area 5228 sq. km (1st)
Population 39,35,042(9th )
C.D Blocks 18
Villages 1483
Panchayats 315
Towns 5
Census Towns 3
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Solar Street Lights:

Technology and Benefits:
The West Champaran district has 
approximately 2000 villages which 
are connected by roads. However, 
there are no street lights on the 
connecting roads. Solar street lights 
technology is most suited for for 
remote areas which lack conventional 
street lighting system or electricity 
network.  Solar street lights enhance 
the quality of the lives in many ways: 
it makes their living environment 
a safer place; it gives them the 
opportunity to continue economic 
activity after dusk and helps the 
villagers to engage in social activities. 
Additionally, it increases the well 
being of the villages.

Implementation:
Dr. Sanjay Jaiswal has implemented 
and installed approximately 2000 
solar street lights in different villages 
of his district. He successfully 
executed this project with the help 
of his MPLAD funds.  After successful 
implementation, he is planning to 
install 2000 street lights with aid of 
MPLAD funds

Technologies implemented
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Biogas Digesters: 

Technology and Benefits:
Biogas refers to a mixture of different 
gases produced by the breakdown 
of organic matter in the absence of 
oxygen. It can be produced from raw 
materials such as agriculture waste, 
manure, municipal waste, plants, and 
sewage along with the green waste 
or food waste. The gas is a product  
of anaerobic digestion of organisms 
which digest material(waste 
material) inside a closed system, 
or fermentation of biodegradable 
materials. !The waste is made into a 
slurry and contained in a tank!known 
as a bio digester or biogas plant. 
The entire system produces gas that 
can be used as a fuel for cooking in 
households. It has further benefits 
of producing high nutrient fertilizers 
which can be used in the fields and 
also encourages better sanitation. 
The costs of one biogas plant ranges 
from INR 18,000-20,000 per unit

Figure 2: Diagrammatic representation of working of Biogas digester and 
picture on the right shows its use for cooking purposes in villages
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Implementation
The implementation of bio digesters is being undertaken in Majharia Colony 
of Bettiah in two phases.  The village comprises 400 households and a total 
population of 4000. The two phases have been detailed below:

Pilot phase: 
As a pilot study, there are approximately 6 units of biomass gasifiers implemented 
providing biogas to 7-8 households. The baseline study, design and actual 
installation was carried out by the Environment Defense Fund (EDF), a US based 
environmental NGO in association with other local NGOs. The funding for the pilot 
phase was made possible through the MPs own resources. EDF is also conducting 
the collection of data and is also responsible for trouble shooting of the systems. 
Based on the success and learnings of the pilot phase, it has been decided to 
scale up the project for multiple panchayats in the constituency. 

Figure 3: Biogas Digester 
unit installed in Siswa 
Sarya Village, Bettiah, 

Bihar

Figure 4: Different components of biogas digester units installed, 
from L-R, digester, input mix and cooking stove in working inside 

the house with the supply of biogas.
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Scale up phase: 
To scale up this project, Dr. Sanjay Jaiswal, with the support from EDF and other 
stakeholders, is planning to implement 30,000 biogas digesters units in the 
constituency. The beneficiaries are identified through GIS mapping of the villages. 

Key Stakeholders: 

ࢱࡦ Uttar Bihar Grameen Bank: would      
provide the soft loan for installation of 
30,000 biogas units in West Champaran
ࢱࡦ Khadi and Village Industries 
Commission(KVIC)and National 
Bank for Agriculture and Rural 
Development(NABARD) and NITI Aayog: 
Nodal agencies for implementation of 
the project
ࢱࡦ Ministry of New and Renewable 
Energy(MNRE): would provide the 
subsidy for implementing this project 
as per the MNRE Off grid renewable 
energy programmes
ࢱࡦ Environment Defence Fund(EDF): 
would provide the technical support 
and aid in on ground implementation 
of the project
ࢱࡦ Dr. Sanjay Jaiswal, MP, West 
Champaran: would oversee and 
facilitate the development of the 
project.

Business Model (Pay, Own and Operate)

ࢱࡦ Micro-entrepreneur:  From each 
panchayat, there would be a micro 
entrepreneur who would provide 
guidance training and capacity building 
of the end users in the village
ࢱࡦ Consumer: Consumer would pay 
a monthly installment of INR 300 
which is much lesser as compared 
to conventional LPG cylinder. The 
money would be collected by micro 
entrepreneur who would be based 
in the panchayat and the amount 
collected would help in repaying the 
loan to Uttar Bihar Grameen Bank over 
the period of 3-5 years.
ࢱࡦ Ministry of New and Renewable 
energy: would provide the subsidy 
for implementing this project as per 
the MNRE Off grid renewable energy 
programmes. This would help in turn 
aid in reducing the costs of overall 
implementation
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Climate Smart Agriculture: 

Importance:
The contribution of GHG emissions from India’s agricultural sector are 
estimated to be 350 million tons a year or 18% of the country’s total 
emissions. These are poised to dramatically rise within the next several years, 
particularly if India follows China’s use of nitrogen fertilizer (now 3.5 times 
that of India) to match China’s higher yields. An enabling environment for 
sustainable agriculture is gaining significance for farming communities in 
India to overcome current constraints.  It ensures that farmers have timely 
access to quality inputs, extension services, information, capital, credit and 
markets. Climate Smart Agriculture comprises an umbrella of techniques to 
meet three needs: (1) sustainably increasing productivity and incomes; (2) 
adapting and building resilience to climate change; and (3) reducing and/or 
removing greenhouse gas emissions, to the maximum extent. 

Technologies adopted:
Precision farming, remote sensing, Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS), Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and many other 
technologies or processes hold great potential for addressing existing 
challenges in the agriculture value chain and delivering value to the farmer. 
The scientific framework of the work in Bihar is supported by EDF-FCN’s 
extensive expertise in 1) farmer surveys; 2) soil, water and air sampling and 
analysis; (3) processing large amounts of datasets; and 4) integrating the 
guidance of the community of domestic and international agronomists and 
climate scientists. Standardized questionnaires and survey methodologies 
were used to collect both the baseline demographic data and landholding 
data.

Benefits:
Climate smart farming has manifold benefits which includes: (1) improved 
yield, (2) better farmer income, and (3) climate resilience and mitigation.
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Stakeholders

ࢱࡦ Dr. Sanjay Jaiswal, MP, Lok Sabha:  He has actively initiated the project with the 
help of collaboration of three organizations. He is providing overall support and 
guidance for implementation of low carbon techniques on ground and his team 
is carrying out supervision and monitoring of the project to ensure the project is 
implemented and benefits are reached to farmers.

ࢱࡦ Environmental Defense Fund, Farms & Farmers Foundation and Fair 
Climate Network have collaborated, in partnership with regional and national 
governments, to deploy innovative farming practices and business models that 
are both climate and farmer friendly. The team collaborates with low carbon 
farming experts to overlay the shape maps onto various land use satellite images. 

ࢱࡦ Farmers: Farmers of West Champaran constituency are learning about the 
new techniques and providing support to adopt the best practices and carry out 
measurements on the field.

References:
Fair Climate Network(2017), Enabling environment for sustainable agriculture
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Background (Context)

Mid 2015, MP Pralhad Joshi, a member of the Climate 
Parliament network, envisioned to set an example in the 
field of renewable energy by ensuring 24X7 power to an 
entire village in his constituency of Dharwad. He sought 
the collaboration of SELCO for the Model Village Energy 
Development Plan of Harobelvadi in Dharwad under 
the Sansad Adarsh Gram Yojana(SAGY). The idea was to 
focus on developing low carbon interventions, to ensure 
reliable power supply to meet the basic energy and 
infrastructural necessities of households and businesses 
when they need it the most. This initiative looks at 
the implementation of a Decentralized Renewable 
Energy (DRE) model in the form of a solar mini grid to 
complement existing infrastructure, for future replication 
throughout the country, developing a community owned 
financially sustainable model with reduced operational 
complexity. With the initial financial support from 
funders, the project aims to reduce dependence on non-
renewable sources of electricity.

What began as an idea expressed by an MP has come a 
long way as the project proceeds towards fruition. The 
journey also paved the way for an additional project 
taken on by Selco Foundation – an energy efficient drive 
in Haro Belavadi to encourage the population to become 
aware of their electricity consumption. The biggest 
learning from this project has been the collaboration 
between multiple stakeholders for this business model. 

Solar Village and Energy Efficiency
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Harobelavadi, located in Dharwad district of Karnataka is an agrarian economy with 
uncertain monsoons, there are no major irrigation project or any hydro-electric 
power generating station in the district. According to the SAGY survey, there are 
total 610 households in Harobelvadi with a total population of 2957.  The energy 
audit conducted by Selco Foundation noted that the district has an electrification 
rate of 91% and typically witnesses 3-4 hours of average power cut on a daily basis. 

Technologies implemented:
 
Energy efficiency drive:
Technology and Benefits
As the low carbon development plan 
of the village was being prepared, 
Selco Foundation realized that 
an energy efficient drive for Haro 
belavadi is a pre- requisite for any 
energy generation intervention.Energy 
efficienct appliances and practices 
can help in using the limited energy 
supplied efficiently and also bring 
down the household and business 
energy bills  The energy efficiency 
improvement drive (Healthy Home 
Harobelavadi) was planned and in 
the process of implementation by 
SELCO Foundation to make sure that 
the household can better utilise the 
allocated limited power during load 
shedding. 

Implementation:
The Drive contained educational 
awareness activities students learn 
how to calculate electricity bill and 
compare inefficient and efficient 
appliances; simultaneously, installation 
took place at a few homes for energy 
efficient light, fan and TV and airlite. 

At a community meeting, the concept 
of energy efficiency and the different 
affordable packages for villagers were 
introduced etc. The Gram Panchayat 
members were present at the Drive and 
collaborated with Selco Foundation 
for the Drive, along with HESCOM. The 
activity was funded with the help of 
a development funding from SELCO 
Foundation.

Harobelavadi – a glimpse 
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Grid integrated mini-grid with 
storage

Technology and Benefits:
With the help of the technology 
expertise of SELCO Foundation, the 
main project that was identified for 
the village was that of a solar based 
mini grid. The project envisaged the 
implementation of a 200 kWp solar 
plant with storage on 0.50 acre of 
land, which would supply electricity to the 610 households in the village; the excess 
power to be sold to the Hubli Electricity Supply Company (HESCOM) at a tariff 
rate decided upon by the Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission (KERC). 
Under the project, three central storage units would be set up in the village, which 
will provide limited electricity to households during power cuts. Haro Belavadi 
witnesses 3-4 hours of average power cut, with an average consumption of 24,000 
units of electricity per month, a 200kWp solar power plant is expected to off-set 
the total electricity consumed by the village, making it a net contributor to the 
grid. The study estimated the total cost of the project to be 2.90 crore rupees. After 
detailed assessment by the technology partner, the system has been designed 
to provide 100W of electricity for 4 hours during power cuts with some extra 
contingency. 

Business Model: 
Selco Foundation, a Karnataka based social enterprise, and Vikram Solar, a 
trusted national technology supplier, have collaboratively worked on finalizing the 
technological and business model for this project. The aim of this project was to 
develop a “Grid integrated mini-grid with storage” (GIMS) which could serve as a 
benchmark project where the local DISCOM and the state electricity commission 
can take a lead to provide uninterrupted supply of power to its end-users.   Since it 
is a one of a kind project, external financial funding was sought; the Oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation Limited (ONGC) was identified as the funding partner identified for 
this project. 
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Implementation:
Implementation of solar grid tie based generation model - this project is unique 
not only for an MP helming the initiative, but also because it proposed technology 
looks at grid integration to ensure that any excess power produced is sold to 
the ESCOM, which will be signing a PPA with the Panchayat. The panchayat will 
be buying the identified land for the project; once the land purchase agreement 
papers are submitted to ONGC they will disburse the funding required for 
implementation. Simultaneously, the HESCOM has also petitioned the KERC to 
fix a tariff for this project.  The village Panchayat will own the plant once it is 
commissioned and the locals will be trained to maintain smooth operations. 

Regulatory Clearances:
Net metering policy already exists in 
Karnataka, however, since this project is 
ground mounted plant with a capacity 
below 1MW, it does not qualify for the 
tariff fixed under the net metering 
policy; HESCOM had to petition KERC 
to set a tariff rate. Additionally, as this 
project incorporates the utilization of 
some HESCOM’s infrastructure, such as 
load limiters for example, KERC deemed 
it necessary to ensure a technical study 
also be conducted to ensure that all the 
aspects of the project are in sync with 
the existing infrastructure. 

Current Status:
Selco Foundation has submitted 
the detailed project report plan 
(technical) to the Karnataka Regulatory 
Authority Commission (KERC). KERC 
will study all the technical details 
and then agree upon a tariff rate 
for the project, allowing HESCOM 
and the Harobelavadi Panchayat to 
sign a power purchase agreement. 
Simultaneously, the Panchayat is in the 
process of purchasing the land required 
for the project. The details of the land 
purchase agreement are crucial for 
ONGC to release the complete funds.
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Stakeholders

The Haro Belvadi project has seen multiple stakeholders collaborating to ensure 
the success of this initiative – 
ࢱࡦ Dharwad MP, Pralhad Joshi: the initiator of the project post discussions with 
Climate Parliament. 
ࢱࡦ Climate Parliament: Liaising partner:  facilitated the engagement of  the MP 
with Selco Foundation. 
ࢱࡦ SELCO Foundation: Concept partner: the ground contact to all the stakeholders 
of the project, they conducted the initial energy audit and facilitated in the 
development of the feasibility report. They also facilitate all the meetings with all 
the mentioned stakeholders.  
ࢱࡦ Vikram Solar: Implementation and maintenance partner:  developed the 
technical feasibility report in collaboration with SELCO Foundation.
ࢱࡦ ONGC: Funding partner: identified by the MP’s office. 
ࢱࡦ Haro Belavadi Panchayat: Owner of plant: will will sign a PPA with HESCOM;  
along with Selco foundation the panchayat facilitated the energy efficiency 
awareness and distribution. 
ࢱࡦ HESCOM: Local HESCOM and Technology partner: approves of the technical 
design and safety concerns regarding grid integration of the plant to transmit 
electricity to end-users and, will sign a PPA with Panchayat for 25 years to buy 
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solar power produced from the 200kWp plant
ࢱࡦ District Administration: supervises and guides on all the approvals regarding 
land procurement. The CSR funds from ONGC for the project can be routed 
through the DC’s office and thereafter to Vikram Solar and the Gram Panchayat. 
ࢱࡦ KERC: Regulatory body: sets the tariff for the project.

Reference: Detailed Project Report Grid Integrated Minigrid with Storage Harobelvadi 
Model Village
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About the MLA:

Mr Anubhav Patnaik, Member of Legislative Assembly 
(Khandapada constituency), Odisha from the Biju Janata 
Dal(BJD) Party is an active member of Climate Parliament 
network of legislators and parliamentarians. Mr Patnaik 
has actively participated in many round table discussions 
and delegations of Climate Parliament and have raised 
pertinent issues relating to climate change, low carbon 
development and smart irrigation. He has also been 
invited by NASSCOM to share his experience in the field of 
agriculture and digital technology. He has individually as 
well as jointly put up issues relating to renewable energy 
and its development in the State assembly and various 
legislative forums. The legislator seeks to address the 
water scarcity and irregular energy supply issues in his 
constituency and trying to chalk out an efficient solution 
for energy, irrigation and promote smart cropping.

About the Constituency: 

Khandapara is located in the district of Nayagarh in Odisha. The District Nayagarh 
was created in 1st April 1993, when the erstwhile Puri district was split into three 
distinct Districts. The district is home to the Baisipali Wildlife Sanctuary, which is 
home bears, elephants, leopards, Sambar Deer, and spotted deer. Nayagarh district 
has a population of 962,789and there are 228,315 houses in the district. There are 
around 46,439 Above Poverty Line (APL) households and 131,782 Below Poverty Line 
(BPL) households in the district Nayagarh. Around 62.55 per cent of the district total 
workforce is cultivators and agricultural labourers of 85,851 and 94,328 respectively. 
So agriculture is the mainstay of the economy for the district. According to the 
economic survey 2013-14, Nayagarh stands third from the bottom position in annual 
per capita income of INR 16,322, as the state’s average per capita income is INR 
25,891. The river Mahanadi flows through the district and there are also few rivlets 
and streams across the district. But these water bodies remain dry in most parts of 
the year causing depleting ground water level.  The average rainfall in the district 
is 1020.9 mm. The rain is mainly caused due to the monsoon. Paddy and pulses are 
the major crops and in most parts of the district. There is potential to grow crops 
and vegetables in other seasons. But due to lack of irrigation infrastructure people 
practice only one crop.

Learn How a BJD MLA is Greening his Constituency in Odisha
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Energy issues in Khandapara:

As per Ministry of Power GARV report, the district Nayagarh has 76 
un-electrified villages. Although about 65% villages in the district are connected 
by grid electricity, access to electricity at household level is very poor and as 
per census report only 22.71% of rural households have access to grid electricity. 
Unreliable supply of electricity is also another concern in the district. This has 
also affected the agricultural irrigation segment and in turn affecting agricultural 
productivity.

Association with Climate Parliament Ashden India Collective: 
After acquiring knowledge about the advantages of clean energy sources from 
the discussions and deliberations of the Climate Parliament network, Mr. Pattnaik 
decided to develop a Renewable Energy Plan for his constituency using the 
Renewable Energy Toolkit prepared by Climate Parliament and Ashden India 
Collective. The development of the renewable energy plan ensued the following 
steps:
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Timeline of events towards the preparation of the renewable energy plan in Khandapara

 On the 7th of December, an initial meeting was held between theࢱࢱࡦ
Climate Parliament Team and Ashden India Team to discuss and agree 
on the main concerns of the constituency, contours of the Plan and the 
related requirements.

 On 20th December an exploratory visit by Ashden India Collectiveࢱࢱࡦ
and Climate Parliament team to Nayagarh district. The legislator also 
accompanied the team from Bhubaneswar to Nayagarh and back. There 
was a discussion held at the District Collector’s office where the District 
Collector and representatives from the energy department were also 
present. 

 ,A number officials from the relevant state departments like OREDAࢱࢱࡦ
energy department and water resources department along with the 
relevant district officials were consulted with based on preliminary site 
visit

 Based on the feedback from different quarters, it is decided that along ࢱࢱࡦ
with the technical Renewable Energy Plan, a a separate strategy needs to 
be prepared for the irrigation problem of the constitutency.

 A techno-economic detailed renewable energy plan is being developedࢱࢱࡦ
for the constituency keeping in mind the energy requirements for basic 
household lighting, clean cooking fuel and productive activities and 
public services.

STEP 1: Inception meeting

STEP 2: Preliminary site visit

STEP 3: Consultation with State and district officials

STEP 4: Renewable Energy Plan for Khandapara
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 A plan to address the energy issues of farm irrigation in Khandaparaࢱࢱࡦ
has been proposed

:The project is expected to have the following outcomesࢱࢱࡦ

1.     It will give the understanding of cropping patterns and cropping 
intensity of the constituency. 
2. Clear perspective of various crops water consumptions.
3. It also, gives the potential water hotspots locations in the   

constituency.
4. The study concludes with the techno-economic feasibility of solar 

irrigation pump in the constituency. 

 On 19th January 2018, an inception workshop was organised atࢱࢱࡦ
Khandapada where the legislator, representatives from minorirrigation 
department, members of a local organisation AASHA were present. 

 Currently both Renewable Energy Plan and Solar Irrigation Action Planࢱࢱࡦ
for Khandapara are underway by Ashden India Collective

 Consultation with potential donors for funding a Pilot phase of theࢱࢱࡦ
project is also ongoing

 Consultation with State and National Agencies for subsidies andࢱࢱࡦ
financial support will be sought

STEP 5: Solar Irrigation Action Plan for Khandapara

STEP 6: Inception Workshop for Solar Irrigation Report

Current Status
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The study methodology and 
discussed and it was mentioned 
that to identify the water hotspot 
the following methods are being 
adopted such as collecting the Topo 
sheet (1:50,000) Scale, land use and 
land cover map (2000, 2010 and 2017) 
using Landsat 8 satellite imagery, 
using Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Experiment (GRACE) satellite data 

Minutes of Inception/Introductory Workshop on Solar Irrigation Pumps in 
Khandapara: 
A detailed presentation on the ensuing project, Identification and feasibility of 
water hotspots: Implementation of solar irrigation pumps in Nayagarh district of 
Odisha was made. Major issues such as inefficient water and farm management, 
inadequate technology availability, less irrigated land, improper water and farm 
management were discussed in detail. The participants looked for solutions on 
enhance crop productivity by adopting efficient irrigation system, sustainable and 
efficient use of water resources, understand the cropping patterns, its water use 
and ground water availability and increasing the farm income with the help of 
sustainable agriculture. 

can map the potential sites in the aquifer in the region and after identification of 
hotspots the field verification or validation will be made. 

To estimate the crop water requirement, the following methodology is being 
suggested: Cropping pattern of Nayagarh district, demand side and supply 
side estimation of water requirement FAO methodology,  Demand side- WR= 
Evapotranspiration or Consumptive use + Any other special needs, supply 
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side- WR= IRR+ER+ water use profile +GWC , (IRR-Depth of irrigation water, 
ER- Effective rainfall during the crop life, Water use profile- Difference in soil 
moisture in crop root zone at beginning and end of the crop, GWC- Groundwater 
contribution. Crop requirement will be estimated using CROPWAT (Developed by 
FAO for estimating crop water requirement).

Economic and social feasibility would be assessed through farm household survey 
will be conducted. Stated Preference method will be used to understand the 
economic and social feasibility of traditional and conventional solar irrigation 
pumps.  In contingent Valuation method- Attributes will be identified during FGD 
and stakeholders discussion.  Options were made and represented to the farmers. 

Discussions were also done on sampling, survey methods, key questions and time 
line of the project. The Legislator requested that an appropriate business model  
may be demonstrated in one Panchayat so that it can be applicable in other parts 
of the constituency and district. 
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Organisations Involved in the Project

Climate 
Parliament

District 
Collector 
and 
Administration AASHA Donors

Ashden 
India 
Collective

MLA State 
Renewable 
Energy 
Agency

AASHA




